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UNPOLARIZED IRRADIANCE REFLECTANCES AND GLITTER PATTERNS OF RANDOM
CAPILLARY WAVES ON LAKES AND SEAS, BY MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

Rudolph W. Preisendorfer
Curtis D. Mobley

Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory, NOAA
7600 Sand Point Way N.E., Seattle, WA 98115

ABSTRACT. The downward irradiance reflectance r_ and the upward
irradiance reflectance r+ of a random air-water surface, formed by
capillary waves, are computed as a function of lighting conditions
and wind speed by Monte Carlo means for incident unpolarized
radiant flux. The possibility of multiple scattering of light
rays and of ray-shielding of waves by other waves is included in
the calculations. The effects on r+ of multiple scattering and
wave shielding are found to be important for higher wind speeds
(~10 m/s) and near horizontal light ray angles (~700) of
incidence. A simple analytic first-order model of irradiance
reflectance, which assumes a binormal distribution of water facet
slopes, is tested against the relatively exact Monte Carlo
results. Regions are defined in wind-speed and incident-angle
space over which the first-order model is acceptable. Plots of
the Monte Carlo r+ are drawn as functions of wind speed and angle
of incidence of lIght rays. r+ are also found for various
continuous radiance distributions simulating overcast skies and
upwelling submarine light fields just below the air-water
surface. Simulated glitter patterns are displayed as functions of
wind speed and angle of incidence of light rays for both reflected
and transmitted rays, and for light sources located both above and
below the air-water surface. Extensions of the present Monte
Carlo procedure to include gravity waves as well as capillary
waves are outlined.

1. Introduction

In this study we develop a Monte Carlo procedure for estimating the

unpo1arized irradiance ref1ectances and glitter patterns of a wind-roughened

sea surface as a function of environmental lighting conditions and wind speed,

given the statistical properties of the surface. The procedure includes the

effects of multiple scattering of light rays and their shielding by wave

facets. Since the optical properties of the sea surface are determined

primarily by capillary waves, even in the presence of gravity waves, our

attention is directed mainly at the proper treatment of the capillary wave
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case. However, for completeness and possible future use, a model also is

developed which allows an exact calculation of the optical properties of a

wind-roughened surface which has the form of a spatially stationary process

over the full capillary-gravity range of water waves.

A. Some Initial Observations

To introduce the ideas below, we make the following observations.

(i) The air-water surface as a wind-driven radiometric valve

The amount of sunlight and skylight penetrating the surface of the sea

generally increases as the surface becomes increasingly crinkled by gusts of

wind. Moreover, this wind-induced increase of transmission is greater for

rays of light coming in from near the horizon than for those arriving from

near the zenith. These facts are made plausible by inspecting a plot of the

Fresnel reflectance curve of a flat air-water surface as a function of the

incidence angle for unpolarized light in the visible portion of the

spectrum. For a narrow beam of unpolarized light, incident from the zenith on

a flat air-water surface, nearly 98 percent of the beam's radiant flux

penetrates into the sea below, whereas the beam incident at 80 degrees from

the zenith has only about 65 percent of its flux transmitted into the depths

below. As a fresh breeze plays over the flat surface and crinkles it with

capillary waves, the rays from the zenith now encounter tipped wave facets

which transmit a slightly smaller amount of light; however, these same water

facets tipped toward the near-horizontal incident rays allow a relatively

greater light transmission. The net effect as we shall see below, according

to Fresnel's law and the statistical form of the surface, 1S a greater overall

transmission of radiant flux from sun and sky into the ruffled sea, relative

to the flat, calm surface.

2
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The surface of the sea thus acts as a wind-driven radiometric valve which

allows greater or lesser amounts of radiant energy from the sky to penetrate

the sea's upper layers, in accordance with wind speed and lighting conditions

over the surface. The net effect of increased light transmission from the sky

and sun is to warm the near-surface water, to drive photosynthesis, and

eventually to help power the basic elements of both the climate and life of

planet Earth (cf., e.g., Dunt1ey, 1963).

(ii) Ref1ectances as initial conditions in hydrologic optics

A mathematical means by which the photosynthetic and climatic matters in

(i) can be explored is the set of solutions of the irradiance differential

equations for light in lakes and seas. As shown in Preisendorfer and Mobley

(1984), for example, the light field in an optically deep hydrosol, such as a

sea, is determinable once the downward reflectance r_ and upward reflectance

r+ of the random sea surface are known along with the depth dependence of the

sea's optical properties. In this work we show how to obtain r± for a

randomly capi11aried sea or lake surface with given wind speed and lighting

conditions over it. The quantities r± may then serve as initial conditions in

the solution of the irradiance equations by properly accounting for the

optical properties of the wind-roughened air-water surface. From the depth

variation of the irradiance field, for example, the potential heating of the

upper water layers may be determined using the wavelength-dependent volume

absorption function in those layers.

3
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(iii) A first-order analytic ray tracing theory

The problem of estimating the reflectance and transmittance of a wind

roughened sea surface using analytic methods is relatively simple when the

wind speed is small so that the air-water surface is only mildly rippled. As

we shall see below, a simple first-order (single-scatter) unpolarized ray

tracing theory adequately describes the glitter pattern and hence reflectance

properties of the sea surface for sufficiently low wind speeds and for light

rays incident on the surface from sufficiently near the zenith (e.g. for winds

of less than 5 mls when the angle of incidence is within 60° of the zenith).

(iv) Effects of multiple scattering and shielding of rays

When the wind speeds become too great or when rays of light are incident

on the water from nearly horizontal directions, the first-order ray-tracing

theory is no longer statistically acceptable because the rays are more likely

to undergo multiple scattering among the wave facets. There is also a

shielding effect of one wave facet blocking rays from another, which the

first-order theory does not handle. We find that the effect of multiple

scattering of light rays is to slightly decrease the net penetration of

sunlight and skylight into the sea, since there are repeated opportunities for

the sea surface to reflect the (usually near grazing) radiant flux of a

multiply-reflected incident ray back into the sky above. On the other hand,

the shielding action of a facet tends on average to increase the amount of

light penetrating the surface because the intercepting facets on average tilt

their normals toward the line of approach of the incoming ray.

The net effect of multiple scattering and shielding (relative to single

scattering estimates) is small and amounts, e.g., to about a 2 or 3 percent

increase in the sea surface radiance reflectance for wind speeds around 10 mls

4
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and individual angles of ray incidence around 80 degrees from the zenith; for

these conditions the reflectance is of order 0.2. The practical effect of

this on solar irradiance estimates is relatively small. For example, the

solar irradiance over the visible spectrum (400-700 nanometers) at sea level

in moist air for the sun near the horizon at 80° from the zenith on an

otherwise clear day amounts to about 75 watt/m 2 • Of this, about 0.2 x 75 or

1.5 watt 1m 2 are reflected. Hence inclusion of multiply-scattered radiant flux

in the sun and sky reflected flux estimates will in this example increase the

estimates (relative to single-scatter estimates) at most on the order of

0.05 watt 1m 2 at each point of the sea over its sunlit expanse at low sun

altitudes (as in the polar regions of the earth). This increase is small

relative to our estimates of the decrease of downward reflectance of the sea

when the wind speed ranges from 0 to 20 m/s. Over this wind speed range the

average surface reflectance for sun rays incident at 80 degrees from the

zenith drops from about 0.35 at 0 mls to 0.17 at 20 mis, i.e., by about a

factor of 2.

(v) A10ngwind and crosswind effects on transmittance

There is another small but calculable effect on the transfer of light

downward past the wind-blown sea surface that on average is also on the order

of magnitude of the multiple-scatter and shielding effects. Experiments show

(Preisendorfer, 1976, vol. VI, pp. 145-151) that the normals to the capillary

wave facets in the a10ngwind vertical plane tend on average to be tipped away

from the vertical at greater angles than those in the crosswind vertical

plane. Hence light rays incident, at a fixed zenith angle, on the rippled sea

surface in the a10ngwind plane on average undergo a greater transmission into

the sea compared to those incident in the crosswind plane. The difference in

5
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r_ for these two modes of incidence is on the order of 5 percent for wind

speeds around 10 mls and angles of incidence around 80 degrees from the

zenith.

B. Historical Notes

An early important investigation of the optical properties of the sea

surface is reported in Hulburt (1934). The modern experimental study of

optical effects of water waves begins in the work of Duntley (1950) where

direct in 5i~u electronic measurements of the capillary water-wave slopes were

made using two pairs of parallel, vertical, immersed wires. One pair formed a

plane in the alongwind direction and the other a plane in the crosswind

direction. (See Preisendorfer, 1976, vol. VI, p. 138. Henceforth,

bibliographic references to this work in the present article will be

abbreviated as, e.g., "H.O. vol. VI, p. 138".) Initial analytical

consequences of Duntley's research for radiative transfer across a random alr

water surface are drawn in Duntley and Preisendorfer (1952). In particular,

it was found that the wave slopes 'u and 'c in the alongwind and crosswind

directions are normally distributed, independent variates. The wave-slope

wind-speed laws deduced from these studies, showing variance of the alongwind

and crosswind wave slopes proportional to wind speed--a main building block in

the present article--are recorded in Duntley (1954). An alternate optical

approach to water-surface geometry may be found in Schooley (1954). About

this time the researches of Cox and Munk (l954a,b; 1955) were completed in

which the inverse problem was solved: from photographs of remotely observed

sun glitter patterns, deduce the statistical properties of the sea surface.

To effect this solution, Cox and Hunk used an ingenious geometric analysis of

the glitter pattern photographs, completing a project which, in Hulburt's

6
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(1934) view, was regarded as a difficult task (cf. H.D. vol. VI, p. 138). The

main result again showed that (~u'~c) is a pair of independent, normally

distributed variables whose variances increase linearly with wind speed.

In an important sense the experimental works of Duntley and of Cox and

Munk are dual and complementary: Duntley in effect placed his wave slope

meter at a fixed point in the sea and made long-time observations of the

alongwind and crosswind wave slopes there; the Cox and Munk aerial photographs

were made at a fixed instant in time and cover a wide spatial expanse of

sea. When comparing the wave-slope wind-speed laws deduced by Cox and Munk

(1954a) and by Duntley (1954), we see that ergodic equivalence reasonably

holds for these dual forms of sea surface statistics (cf. H.D. vol. VI,

pp. 148-151). That is, for the conditions of their experiments, time-averaged

wave slope statistics at a point and space-averaged wave slope statistics at

an instant are sensibly equal. This provides the basis for the stationary

random surface approaches to the sea surface reflectance problem followed in

the present study.

Another important empirical law needed for a thorough study of the

reflectance problem of wind-roughened seas was implicitly found by Neumann

(1952) at about the same time Duntley, and Cox and Munk were doing their

experiments. This is the wave-elevation wind-speed law showing the variance

of gravity-wave elevation as being proportional to the fifth power of wind

speed. Neumann's work was generally concurrent with and inspired by the

researches of Pierson (1955) and Pierson and Marks (1952), who contributed to

our modern representations of the random sea surface by using novel stochastic

integration techniques. For a derivation of the Neumann spectrum, the wave

elevation wind-speed law, and the relation of the Neumann spectrum to

subsequent water wave spectra, see H.D. vol. VI, pp. 181-194. In Appendixes

7
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A, B, C below we use the Neumann spectrum and its modern generalization to lay

the groundwork for an exact Monte Carlo procedure to determine the reflectance

and transmittance of a statistically stationary random wind-aroused sea

surface consisting of superpositions of wave trains ranging from capillary

ripples to long gravity swells.

A recent Monte Carlo study of sun glitter patterns, and references to

earlier glitter studies by the same authors and their colleagues, may be found

in Guinn et ale (1979). The capillary slope statistics of Duntley and of Cox

and Munk are used in these calculations. We shall build on this important

series of studies by looking specifically at the glitter and reflectance

problem using a capillary-wave model that incorporates multiple scattering of

light rays and the shielding of wave facets, as discussed in paragraph A

above. We note in passing that some analytical attempts at solving the

reflectance problem for wind-roughened seas have been made (cf. H.D. vol. VI,

footnote 8, p. xii; H.D. vol. VI, sees. 12.10-12.14; and Preisendorfer,

1971).

C. Overview of Study

The present computations leading to the desired optical properties of the

wind-roughened sea surface fall into four maln stages:

(i) construction of a realization of the random air-water surface,

(ii) tracing incident parent light rays over, under and through the

realized surface toward their ultimate destinations,

(iii) assigning radiant flux content to each processed daughter ray, and

(iv) stacking daughter rays (that proliferate owing to multiple

scattering of the parent ray) to await further processing, as in

(ii) and (iii).

8
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The final step in the procedure is to accumulate the assigned ray fluxes of

the daughter rays to obtain the associated reflectance and transmittance

properties of the random surface itself.

Figure 1 shows a perspective view of part of the water surface and a

multiply scattered ray. A finite region of the mean water surface is resolved

by a hexagonal grid of triangles. At each triangle vertex the sea surface

elevation is defined, so that the waves are represented by a set of triangular

facets. These facets are contained in the hexagonal domain (the cylindrical

region of space) defined by the hexagonal grid. Four such facets are shown in

Fig. 1. After a particular surface realization has been generated in stage

(i), a light ray of unit radiant flux is aimed toward the surface from any

chosen direction. Figure 1 shows such a ray entering the hexagonal domain at

point A. Every such initial ray eventually strikes a surface wave facet, as

at B. In general, each encounter of a ray with a wave facet generates both a

reflected and a refracted daughter ray. The directions and radiant flux

contents of these daughter rays are determined by Snell's law and Fresnel's

formula, respectively. The daughter rays may undergo further encounters with

other wave facets. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the first refracted ray at B,

heading downward through the water, leaves the hexagonal domain at D without

further scattering. The first reflected ray at B, however, intercepts another

facet at C, generating two more rays. The reflected ray starting from C

leaves the domain at E. The refracted ray starting from C encounters yet

another facet at F and undergoes a total internal reflection before leaving

the domain at G. Thus the initial ray finally results in one reflected and

two refracted rays emerging from the hexagonal domain. The fluxes at the

points of emergence contribute to the appropriate reflectance and

transmittance calculations.
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Figure 2 gives an overview of the computational process in the form of a

flow diagram of eleven steps. In step 1 of the diagram the computer run 1S

initialized by choosing the wind speed and direction, size of the hexagonal

grid, lighting conditions, and the like. In step 2 a realization of the

random surface is constructed over the hexagonal grid. In step 3 an initial

ray incident along the desired direction §' is specified. This parent ray may

approach the surface from the air side, as in Fig. 1, or from the water

side. The parent ray §' is assigned a radiant flux P' = 1, and the

point e' where the ray enters the hexagonal domain (e.g. point A of Fig. 1) is

determined. The information (§',e',P'), which fully determines a ray, is then

stored in an array S, called the stack. (S in practice has dimensions of

10 x 7. The 7-dimension part of S holds the components of the

vectors §' and e' , and the scalar P'. The 10-dimension part of S allows for

up to ten rays to be queued at anyone time. Never in our experience with the

model were as many as ten rays in the stack simultaneously.) In step 4 we

pull the next available ray triple (§,e,P) from the stack and trace the ray to

completion in step 5. That is, in step 5, we prolong the ray from e along

direction § until either the surface is encountered or the ray leaves the

hexagonal domain. If, in executing step 5, the surface is encountered, the

point p. of interception of the ray and the surface is determined (e.g.
-1

point B 1n Fig. 1) and daughter rays (e.g., Be, BO in Fig. 1) are produced.

In step 6, one daughter ray 1S always generated (at p.) along the reflected
-1

direction, §r' In step 7, one daughter ray will be generated along §t if and

only if the ray is not totally internally reflected at p .• (For example, at
-1

point F in Fig. 1, total internal reflection takes place and there is no

transmitted daughter ray.) In either of steps 6 or 7, the direction ~ of the

parent ray (which of course may be a daughter ray from a·previous ray-surface

11
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(l) Initialize the run
..

(2) Construct a surface realization I
t

(3) Choose a parent ray ~' with unit radiant flux p'= 1.

Determine P' and push (~ " p', P') into the stack
If

(4) Pull (~, p, P) from the stack
I

+
(5) Trace ~ to completion

Does ~ intercept the surface at some point Pi? NO

~YES

(6) Determine whether air- or water-incident case

Determine the reflected daughter

ray values of ~r and Pr.

Push (~r, Pi, Pr) into the stack (8) Tally the ray's radiant flux

t for the appropriate r± or t±

(7) Determine the transmitted daughter

ray values of ~t and Ph if they exist.

Push (~h Pi, Pt) into the stack

YES I
!

(9) Are any rays left in the stack?I I

YES
! NO

(10) Is another surface realization desired?

~ NO

(11) Tally final results for r± or t±

Figure 2.--Ray tracing flow diagram.
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interception), the normal ~ to the intercepted wave facet, and the daughter

ray direction ~ determine an associated Fresnel factor for reflectance. This
-r

factor is multiplied into the current radiant flux P of the parent ray to

obtain the flux content Pr of the reflected daughter ray. The flux content of

the transmitted ray is then Pt = P - Pro The daughter ray triples are pushed

into the stack for further processing. On the other hand, step 5 may fail to

produce a point of interception p. (as at 0, G, E of Fig. 1) in which case the
-1

ray has finished its interactions with the surface in the hexagonal domain and

its radiant flux content is added (in step 8) to an accumulating sum for r+ or

r_ as the case may be.

In practice an initial parent ray may go on to encounter the air-water

surface a large number (-10) of times so that, at some stage in the running

calculation, several of its daughter ray triples may be simultaneously in the

stack awaiting further processing of the kind in step 5 (during which they in

turn can generate more daughter ray triples). The pushing activity of steps

3, 6 and 7 places each ray triple in the stack as soon as the ray is

generated. The stack is systematically serviced by the pulling activity of

step 4 via step 9. The stack is crucial to the ray tracing algorithm, since

it allows the "tree" of multiply scattered rays to grow without restrictions

on the number of ray-surface interactions or upon the order in which daughter

rays are traced to completion. When the stack of waiting ray triples is

depleted, we check in step 10 to see if another surface realization 1S

needed. If so, we return to step 2 of the ray tracing flow diagram and begin

anew; otherwise the final results are computed in step 11.

In the work below we routinely use 2000 or more surface realizations for

each fixed initial incident direction ~'. If the initial parent ray is air

incident, then the calculation results in the downward reflectance r_. If the

13
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initial parent ray is water-incident, we obtain r+. In this way, using ample

numbers of realized surfaces, we can build up the statistics r+ and r_ with

controllably small variances about their "true" values. Transmittances t± are

obtained from the final r± values via t± = 1 - r±.

The next four sections give the details of the calculations outlined

above. Section 2 discusses the hexagonal grid and the construction of the

surface realizations. Sections 3 and 4 present the ray-tracing and

reflectance calculations, respectively. The stack is briefly discussed in

section S, and section 6 discusses the characteristics of the computer code.

The first major results of the model are shown in section 7, which presents

model-generated glitter patterns for both reflected and transmitted rays

starting from both above and below the water surface. Glitter patterns of

reflected rays are compared with a first-order theory of glitter patterns.

Computed irradiance reflectances, the main results of this study, are

graphically summarized in section 8. A variety of point and continuous

lighting conditions for both sky and submarine light sources is studied.

Finally, section 9 presents an algorithm for extending the present capillary

wave model to stationary random air-water surfaces with known wind-induced

power spectra.

Acknowledgments. Support of the work by one of us (C.D.M.) was provided 1n
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Climate Program Office. Ryan Whitney provided word processing and editorial
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2. Constructing Capillary Wave Surfaces

A. Wave-slope wind-speed Laws

As noted in the introduction, the statistics of the capillary wave

structure of the sea surface reside in the wave-slope wind-speed laws. We

will use these statistics to construct realizations of the capillary wave

surfaces. Let 0 2 and 0 2 respectively be the (dimensionless) upwind and
u c

crosswind variances of the independent, normally distributed capillary wave

slopes t u and 'c at a point. Then (H.O. vol. VI, p. 145) the general forms

linking these variances and the wind speed U are

and
0 2 = a uP

u u

0 2 = a uP
c c

(2.1)

For the case p = 1,

and
a = 3.16 x 10- 3 slm

u

a = 1.92 x 10- 3 slm,
c

(2.1)'

where U is in mls as measured at an anemometer height of 12.5 m above mean sea

level. In practice, for (2.1) we have p = 1; but we momentarily retain the

general exponent p and general ac,au to establish the required scaling rules

(cf. (2.12» for the sea surface coordinate grid.

Let 0 2 (in m2 ) be the variance of the normally distributed capillary wave
t

elevation t at a point. The wave-elevation wind-speed law for capillary waves

is assumed to be generally of the form

(2.2)

15
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where a, is a constant and the exponent q of wind speed U is left unspecified

for the moment. For gravity waves, the Neumann spectrum gives q = 5 and

a, = 3.2 x 10- 6 s5 m- 3 (cf. H.O. vol. VI, p. 188). For capillary waves, a,

and q are unknown. It turns out, however, that the present random capillary

wave surfaces can be modeled without having to know a, and q explicitly, as

will be demonstrated below.

B. Hexagonal Grid

To construct a realization of a random capillary surface, first set up a

wind-oriented hexagonal grid system in the horizontal plane of the mean water

surface, as sketched in Fig. 1. Thus a finite hexagonal region of the

laterally infinite horizontal mean sea surface 1S partitioned into a set of

triangles or triads. At each vertex (or node) of each triad we erect a

directed vertical line segment either upward or downward. The three endpoints

of these segments define 1n space a plane facet of the water surface. Four

such facets are shown 1n Fig. 1. The hexagonal domain 1S the enclosed

cylindrical region of space above and below the hexagonal grid. This region

is formed by a vertical line tracing the perimeter of the hexagonal grid, so

that the boundary of this domain is the set of all vertical lines through the

perimeter of the hexagon. A wind-oriented cartesian coordinate system is

chosen with 1 downwind, ~ perpendicular to the mean sea level and positive

upward, and j = k x 1 in the crosswind direction. A detail of a triad is- -
shown in Fig. 3. The base, or alongwind dimension, of the triad 1S 0 (always

parallel to the wind) and the crosswind dimension 1S E. The units of 0 and E

are in meters. A particular set of realized facets over the hexagonal grid

constitutes a realization of a random surface. The set of all realized

16
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Figure 3.--A typical triad. Its placement in the hexagofta1 grid is shown in
Figs. 1 and 5.
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surfaces (on the order of 2000 per experiment 1n this study) constitutes a

random surface.

C. Realized Surface

Experiment and theory indicate that the capillary wave elevations are

normally distributed about the mean water surface (H.O. vol. VI, pp. 194-

197). To construct random wave facets above or below points 1, 2, 3 in Fig. 3

we repeatedly make three independent draws from N(0,02), the normal population

with zero mean and variance 02 (in meters 2), resulting in an ensemble of

triples of elevations Zl' Z2, Z3, (in meters) respectively. The upwind and

crosswind slopes ~u and ~c of the random facet are then the normally

distributed random variables given by

~u = (z2 - zl)/6

~c = (z3 - ~(zl + z2»/£ •

If "E" denotes the ensemble average over the ensembles of zl,z2,z3

values, then clearly

(2.3)

E{z.} = 0
J

j = 1,2,3 and so E{~ } = E{~ } = 0 •
u c

(2.4)

Moreover, one readily verifies from (2.3) that the variances of ~u and ~c

(i.e., the 02 and 0 2 of (2.1» are given, in terms of triad geometry, by
u c

18
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and that these normally distributed slopes are uncorrelated (and hence

independent):

E{I; I; } = 0 •
u c

We define the elevation of a facet as

(2.6)

(2.7)

Thus I; is the vertical displacement (in meters) of the facet's centroid above

or below the plane of the hexagonal grid. This I; is a normally distributed

random variable of zero mean and variance

D. Fixing Scales

We may now determine 6, £, and the vertical scale a of the random

(2.8)

capillary sea surface as functions of the wind speed U. From the pair (2.5),

( 2 • 1) we have

6 2 = (6a /a )Uq- p
I; u

£2 = (9a /2a )Uq- p
I; c

From this we see that

£2/6 2 = 3a /4a
u c

19
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and hence the shape of a triad is independent of wind speed. Moreover, by

(2.8), (2.2) and (2.9),

(2.11)

Thus the ratio of the vertical scale to either of the horizontal scales of the

capillary surface, as a function of U, depends only on Up. We now set

p = 1. Since the shape of a triad is independent of the physical units of 0

and E, from (2.10) we see that we can set 0 = 1 (a dimensionless unit) and

solve for e, while (say) from the first equation of (2.11) we can solve for

a. The final results defining the random capillary wave surface therefore are

0=1

E =

a =

1

[3a /4a ]~
u c

[(a /2)U]~
u

(o,E,a dimensionless) (2.12)

Since we have returned to the currently accepted value of p = 1, au and

ac in (2.12) are as given in (2.1)'. Observe that in the transition to

(2.11), the dependence of the triad geometry on q (recall 2.2) has been

removed by scaling. Thus a random surface built over the hexagonal grid of

Fig. 1 in the manner described above, using triad geometry defined by (2.12),

will obey the classic wave-slope wind-speed law of capillary waves. Moreover,

the dimensionless horizontal (O,E) and vertical (a) scales of such a surface,

for each fixed choice of U, will permit the correct modeling of wave shielding

and multiple scattering of light rays. Implicit here is the assumption that
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in real life, as in the model, the variOUS numerical attributes (elevation,

slope, etc.) of the wave facets in non-adjacent triads are independent random

variables. At present the spatial autocorrelation property of a random

capillary surface is not known. The present model can be modified when such

additional information is available (cf. Appendixes A,B,C).
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3. Ray Tracing

We now turn our attention to the details of the ray-tracing algorithm.

The mathematics involved 1S no more complicated than determining where a

straight line intersects a plane, but the actual application of this procedure

to the irregular geometry of the set of wave facets comprising a realization

of the random surface requires some attention to detail. After initial

comments on notation, we show how to track a ray across the hexagonal grid,

identifying those wave facets above or below the grid which are candidates for

an intersection with the ray. We then show how to determine whether or not

the ray actually intersects a candidate wave facet.

We have already defined a wind-based coordinate system for the hexagonal

domain (see Figs. 1, 3). We shall do all our ray tracings in the wind-based

system. An arbitrary vector ~ in space within the hexagonal domain is

represented as

1n this coordinate system. We shall make frequent use of unit vectors (those

satisfying ~-~ = ut + u~ + u~ = 1) for specifying directions of rays, surface

normals, and the like. Unit vectors, ~, are also conveniently defined in

terms of a zenith angle a = arctan(u-k) = arctan(u 3 ) and an azimuth

angle ~ = arctan(u 2!u t ), namely

u = (sina cos~, sina sin~, cose) ,

as is shown in Fig. 4. Note that a unit vector ~h formed from the projection

of u onto the horizontal 1-J plane has components- -
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Figure 4.--Vectors represented in the wind-based co~dinate system.
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~h = (cos~, sin~, 0) •

In subsequent work we use unit vectors ~ = (~1'~2'~3) = (sina cos~,

sina sin~, cosa) for ray directions. These ~ are the directions in which the

photons are traveling. All computations are performed using this convention

for ray directions. However, it is often convenient to refer also to the

directional location from which the photons are coming, e.g., to say "the sun

is located at (as'~s)." Clearly, if the light source is located at (as'~s)'

then the associated rays with photons travelling from the source have angles

a = 180 0
- as and ~ = 180 0 + ~s (modulo 360 0

). Although the context of the

usage should prevent confusion between angles specifying source locations and

those specifying ray directions, a subscript s on a and ~ will explicitly

identify angles defining a light source location. Note that for a light

source in the "sky," we have 0 ~ as ~ 90 0
• The associated ray § carrying the

photons therefore has 90 0
~ a ~ 180 0

, so that ~3 = coss is negative, i.e. the

ray is heading "downward." ("Upward" is defined as the direction of k in

Fig. 4).

Figure 5 illustrates a hexagonal grid of order n = 2, meaning that there

are two "layers" of triads encircling the origin, or equivalently, that the

boundary of the hexagon has two triad sides on an edge. The lines forming the

sides of the triads have unit vector directions given by

where r 11 = 6/2y and r21 = Ely, and by
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Figure 5.--Wind-based hexagonal grid for the case of ord~r n = 2. Some tracks
of rays (e.g. AE, Be, BD) are shown along with triad intercept points y .•

-J
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where r12 = -o/2y = -rll and r22

that

= ely = r21' and y

k = 1 or 2

Note

O.l)

is a vector orthogonal to !k' i.e., !k"!k = 0, k = 1 or 2.

A hexagonal grid of order n has 3n{n + 1) + 1 triad nodes (the vertices

of the triangles), where the elevations of the facet vertices are defined.

These nodes are located at ±bo! + cej when c is even, for b = O,l, ••• ,n - c/2;

and at ±{b + ~)oi + cej when c is odd, for b = O,l, ••• ,n - {c + 1)/2, where in- -
either the even or odd case we have c = O,±1,±2, ••• ,±n.

The lines forming the sides of the triads are specified 1n terms of !, !l

and !2 as follows. The "i family" of horizontal lines in Fig. 5 is a family

of lines, each of which 1S a set of points of the form

That is, the line is generated as AQ ranges over the set of real numbers for

some fixed c = O,±l, ••• ,±n. Thus for example, c = ° 1S for the horizontal

line through the origin; c = n 1S for the line forming the top boundary of the

hexagon; and c = -n is for the line along the lower boundary. The general

member of the "rl family" of lines is given by
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and the "r2 family" of lines has members of the form

for some fixed c = O,±I, ••• ,±n as before.

A ray track is the projection of a ray (in 3-space) onto the two

dimensional hexagonal grid. Thus a ray track is a line segment lying in the

hexagonal grid. The dashed lines in Fig. 5 show several ray tracks. Track AE

represents a ray whose projection enters the hexagonal grid at A. The ray is

traveling in space toward a target point in the grid at ~ = (-6/2,-e/3,O). If

the ray never intersects the wave surface, the track leaves the hexagon at

E. If the ray intersects the wave surface at a point below or above point B

in the hexagonal grid before reaching ~, the ray can generate reflected and

refracted daughter rays which have grid tracks Be and BD. The points where a

track crosses the sides of the triads are called triad intercept points

(TIPs). These points are lo,ll, ••• ,lB for track AE in Fig. 5. If a ray track

crosses a triad, there are usually two triad intercept points, and we can

characterize the crossing by specifying which sides of the triad have the

TIPs. Thus triad I in Fig. 5 is said to be of type "ir2," because one triad

intercept point, ll' lies on a side which is a member of the i family of

lines, and the other TIP, lo' lies on a line which is a member of the r2

family. Triad II is said to be of type "rlr2," and triad III is an example of

type "irl."

In analyzing the interactions between a ray and the wave facets, two

problems must be solved. First, in the case of an incoming ray, we must

determine where the ray first enters the hexagonal domain (e.g. point A in

Fig. 1), or in the case of a daughter ray, we must determine where the ray
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leaves the hexagonal domain (e.g. points D, E and G in Fig. 1). Second, we

must determine where, if anywhere, the ray intercepts a wave facet (e.g.

points C and F of Fig. 1). We now give the details of these calculations,

using the concepts just introduced.

A. Determination of the initial ray point

The present ray tracing algorithm is based on the fact that a ray 1S

defined by an initial point e and a direction §. An initial

point e = (Pl,P2,P3) can be either on the boundary of the hexagonal domain

(the case of an incoming ray, as at A in Fig. 1) or in the interior of the

domain (the case of a daughter ray emanating from the water surface, as at B

in Fig. 1). In the case of initializing a new ray, it is convenient to select

a target point ~ generally near the center of the hexagonal grid toward which

the ray ~' is directed. Therefore, for a given initial direction §', to apply

the ray tracing algorithm, before beginning the ray tracing computations, we

must locate the initial point e' where the incoming ray §' enters the

hexagonal domain on its way to ~.

In general we use a prime to distinguish an "incoming" ray, e.g. at e'

along §'. The absence of a prime indicates a reflected or transmitted

daughter ray, e.g. §. If a distinction is not required, the prime is

dropped.

Consider now an incoming light ray traveling at e' 1n a direction §'

toward a target point t, as shown in Fig. 6. The track of the ray ~' is the- -
straight line containing points of the form ~ + s§~, where §~ = (cos~, sin~,

0) is a unit vector determined from the projection of §' onto the hexagonal

grid, and s is a real number, representing distance traveled in the grid away

from point e~, the projection of e'. As s varies, the point moves along the
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Figure 6.--Geometry for determination of the initial point p' of an incoming ray ~'. p is the
projection of p on the hexagonal grid. t is the target point. The hexagonal domain is-~e cylindrical
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track. This track is illustrated as the infinite extension of the dashed line

segment AE in Figs. 5 and 6.

Note from Fig. 5 that the track first enters the hexagonal grid at A,

where the track crosses a boundary line of the r2 family. The track has

previously crossed an i family boundary line at point G, and the rl family

boundary line was first crossed at a point beyond the figure. The track also

crosses an i family boundary line at point F, an r2 family boundary line at E,

and an rl family boundary line at a point not shown.

In general a track {~ + s~h: s real} intersects the i family of lines 1n

a set of points whose distances s from ~ can be found by setting

and solving for s. Taking the dot product with J glves

so that the s values are given by

(3.2)

with c = O,±I, ••• ,±n and ~h·j * O. Likewise the intersections of the track

with the rl and r2 families of lines are found by setting

k = 1,2

and taking the dot product with Ek of Eq. (3.1) to get
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(2CEj·? - t·r )/~ 'r
- -k - -k -h-k

(3.3 )

for k = 1,2, c = O,±l, ••• ,±n, and ~h':k * O. The sk are the distances from ~

at which the track crosses the r k families of lines. By convention, sk is

measured positive from ~ along -~h'

If a ray is started from ~ 1n a direction -~h' then its track crosses the

boundary lines of the r k family (k = 1,2) or i family (k = 0) at sk(±n'~'-~h)'

In the example of Fig. 5, such a track proceeds from t towards A (i.e. in
. -

the -~h direction), building up positive s values until the r2 boundary line

is crossed at point A a distance s2(n'~'-~h) from t. The i boundary line is

then crossed at point G a greater distance so(n'~'-~h)' and finally the rl

boundary line is crossed at some still greater distance sl(n'~'-~h) from ~.

In this example, we decide that the distance from ~ to the hexagonal grid

boundary is the positive number s2(n'~'-~h)' We do not choose points at E and

F of Fig. 5 to define the distance because they have negative values

s2(-n'~'-~h) and so(-n'~'-~h)' respectively, measured from~. In general, the

six values sk(±n'~'-~h)' k = 0,1,2 define points at which a track from ~

crosses the hexagonal grid boundary lines. Following the idea in the example

just cited, we define the distance from ~ to the boundary of the hexagonal

grid as

smin(~'-~h) ::

minimum of the positive values of {sk(±n'~'-~h): k = 0,1,2}.

Then the initial point e' at which the ray ~' enters the hexagonal domain on

its way to ~ is given by
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~'.~' *" °- -h
(3.4)

as can be seen geometrically from Fig. 6. Using the initial point e' from

(3.4) and the direction §', we can now proceed with the ray-tracing

calculations.

B. Determination of the triad intercept points

Let e = (Pl,P2,P3) be any point in the hexagonal domain or on its

boundary, and let § be an arbitrary direction at e. In the following

development, it is assumed that e and § are held fixed. The projection

of e onto the hexagonal grid is eh = (Pl,P2,O), and §h is the unit vector

determined as before from the projection of §. Then eh + s §h' as s varies

over all real values, generates the track of the ray. The distances

from eh to the intercepts of the track with the families of lines defining the

triads are then given by equations analogous to (3.2) and (3.3). For the i

family we have

and for the r k families we have

k = 1,2

(3.5)

where c = O,±l, ••• ,±n. Following the pattern of definition of smin(~'-§h)'

the distance from eh to the boundary of the hexagon is now defined as

smin(eh'§h) =
minimum of the positive values of {sk(±n,eh'§h): k = O,1,2}
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Eq. (3.5) for sk(c'Eh'§h)' k = 0,1,2, defines the distances (positive

along §h) from Eh to all possible intersections of the track with the lines

which define the triad boundaries. However, only those sk(c,Eh'§h) values

between ° and smin(Eh'§h) are within the hexagon. For track AE of Fig. 5, the

TIP (triad intercept point) lo is at a distance s2(2,eh'~h) =° from A (i.e.

the first TIP is lo = eh). TIP II is at a distance so(l, eh'§h) from A, and

so on until la at E is reached at a distance smin(eh'§h) = s2(-2,e'~h) from

A. Note that as we proceed from eh to the boundary of the hexagon, the

sk(c,eh'~h) values can occur in any order of k = 0, 1, or 2 in the encountered

sequence of triad intercept points lj' j = 0,1,2, ••• ,m. Thus in Fig. 5, lo is

associated with an s-value from the k = 2 family, II with k = 0, l2 with

k = 2, l3 with k = 1, and so on. It will be necessary to know which "k

Toward this

l.' and let
J

Thus K(j) = 0, 1 or 2, depending on

family" of distances sk(c,eh'~h) is associated with each TIP lj.

end, let "s(j)" denote the sk(c,eh'§h) value associated with TIP

"dj)" denote the k family of s(j).

whether k = 0, 1 or 2 for the sk(c,eh'~h) value belonging to lj. With this

notation, the triad intercept points are given by

j = 0,1,2, ••• ,m. (3.7)

The maXimum possible value of m is 4n, an example of which is track AE of

Fig. 5 (track Be has m = 3 and track BD has m = 4).

In practice the triad intercept points are found by the following

steps: (1) generating all possible sk(c,eh'§h) values by Eq. (3.5); (2)

finding smin(eh'§h) by Eq. (3.6); (3) recording all sk-distances, as c varies,

such that ° $ sk(c,Ph'~h) $ s . (Ph'~) holds; (4) orderiftg the values of- _ min - _
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step 3 from smallest to largest; (5) relabeling these ordered values as

"s(j)", with j = 0 for the smallest value of step 4, namely

sk(c'Eh'~h) = s(O), to j = m for the largest value smin(Eh'§h) = sCm); (6)

recording the k values associated with each j value of step 5 according to the

K(j) notation; and (7) generating the ordered TIP values y. from (3.7).
-J

C. Determination of the triad vertices

We now show how to recover the locations of the triad vertices from the

triad intercept points. This capability will enable us to identify those

facets which are candidates for interaction with the ray, since triads (and

their associated facets) are uniquely determined by the coordinates of their

vertices.

Consider a triad which is crossed by a track of type r1r2. Triad II of

Fig. 5 is an example. Figure 7 illustrates in greater detail the geometry of

an r1r2 triad. The triad intercept points y. = l1 and y. = l2 locate an
-J1 -J2

arbitrary pair of type r1r2 triad intercept points (i.e. either j2 = j1 + 1 or

The notation fly "and fly " is used only for convenience to_ 1 _ 2

label which TIP (lk) lies on which side (!k) of the triad. The triad

intercept points l1 and l2 have the associated distances s(l) = S(j1) and

K(2) = 3 if and only if the triad crossing is of type r1r2.

Since TIP lk lies on a line of the !k family, k = 1 or 2, we can write,

with the help of Fig. 7:
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.
J

OL----II~i

.
J

.
O'--......~I

Figure 7.--Geometric relations for determination of the ~iad vertices ~, e
and £ from triad intercept points rl and r2 which are of type r 1r2·
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The rightmost equation above is illustrated in Fig. 7 for k = 1. d l and d 2

are as defined in the Figure. Taking the dot product with ~k yields dk :

dk = [~h + s(k)~h]O!k/jo!k = lkO!k/jo!k ' k = 1,2.

(rlr2 case)

Since vertex ~, as shown 1n Fig. 7, lies on the !k lines, we have for

(3.8)

From this we find

k = 1,2 • (3.9)

Since ~k lies on an !k line, we find in the same way that

k = 1, 2.

Note that dk , Ak , and Ak(~) can be positive or negative, depending on the

location of the triad 1n the hexagonal grid. The quantities dk , for k = 1,2

along with Al, and Al(~) are explicitly shown in Fig. 7. From similar

triangles, shown shaded in Fig. 7, we have

or
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where h is defined geometrically 1n Fig. 7, and 0,£ are shown in Fig. 3.

We can now write a in terms of quantities computed from the triad

intercept points:

Defining

+1 if x > 0
sign[x] -

-1 if x < 0 ,

we can write b and c as

b = a + sign[A 1 - A1 (a)]Y: 1

c = a + sign[A 2 - A2(a)]Y:2

where Y 1S shown in Fig. 7 (cf. Fig. 3). Recalling the definitions

of :1 - (o/2y)i + (e/y)j and :2 = (-0/2y)~ + (e/Y)j, we can write ~, 2, and c

1n terms of the 1 and j unit vectors and the quantities computed from the

triad intercept points:
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Observe that these equations hold for both possible triad orientations of the

r1r2 case shown ln Fig. 7, as well as for the instances where the triad is to

the left of the origin (in which case h is negative). Therefore given a pair

of triad intercept points y. and y. , we need only check the sum
-J1 -J2

K(jl) + K(j2). If this sum is 3, then Eqs. (3.8)-(3.12) immediately give the

vertices of the triad.

Figure 8 shows the geometries of the remaining two types of triad

intercepts, namely ir 1 and ir2. Labeling the TIP (triad intercept point)

which is on the i-side of the triad as "ro", and with "rk" as usual denoting

the TIP on the rk-side (k = 1 or 2), the analysis proceeds just as in the rlr2

case. The relevant equations are given below.

For triad intercept type ir1' for which K(jO) + K(jl) = 1, we have (since

ro lies on an i line)

whence

Moreover, since ~, as shown ln Fig. 8, also lies on an 1 line we can write

whence
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" h ----1./
fl

.

(O,do) ~t---o---a--~ I

type ir}

type ir2

(0, do) 1---=--4~1--__a

~_/ h ----.j

b

Figure 8.--Geometric relations as in Fig. 7 for triad ineercept types irl (top
panel) and ir2 (bottom panel).
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Similarly

Since rl lies on an rl line, we have d l given by (3.8), Al(~) by (3.9) and Al

by (3.10). As before, similar triangles give

or

The final equations for the triad vertices are

(irl case) (3.13a)

(3.13c)

For triad intercept ir2, for which K(jO) + K(j2) = 2, an identical

analysis leads to the final equations
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(ir2 case)

and

(3.14a)

Here A2(~)' A2 are given by (3.9), (3.10), and d 2 is given by (3.8).

Given any possible geometry for a track crossing a triad, we can now

immediately obtain the vertices of the triad by either Eqs. (3.12), (3.13) or

(3.14).

D. Determination of the facet intersection point

The elevations of the random sea surface are defined at the nodes of the

hexagonal grid, i.e. at the triad vertices. Given the triad vertices ~' e and

£, we can immediately obtain the vertices Yl' Y2 and Y3 (in 3-space) of the

associated wave facet:
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v = a + z k
_1 a-

v = b + z k
_2 b-

v = c + Z k
_3 c-

0.15)

In Eq. (3.15), za' zb and Zc the random elevations of the sea surface at nodes

~, e and S, respectively, of the hexagonal grid. These zls are found as

explained in section 2C. As always, ~ = (0,0,1) is the unit vector normal to

the mean sea surface.

Let "F(~1'~2'~3)" denote the wave facet defined by (3.15). Then a unit

normal to this facet is given by

where 2 x ~ is the usual vector cross product of vectors 2 and ~, and "v" 1S

the length of the vector v. The unit outward normal ~ to the facet

Consider a plane in space with normal ~ and let y be a point in the

plane. A necessary and sufficient condition for another point 9 to lie in the

plane is

(9 - v)·n =° .
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Moreover, the condition that the same point 9 lie on the ray {R + s~: s real}

is

where s(9) is the distance along the ray from R to 9 in the plane. We can

solve for s(9) from

whence

where we have explicitly chosen vertex Yl of the facet F(Yl,Y2,Y3) in (3.15)

for the point Y in the plane.

We are therefore guaranteed, by construction of s(9)' that a point 9 of a

ray lies somewhere in the plane determined by the three vertices of wave facet

F(Yl,Y2'Y3). Point 9 in particular lies in the subset of the plane bounded by

the facet itself if and only if

(3.16)

where jl and j2 label the two triad intercept points associated with the wave

facet, and where s(j) is as defined for (3.7).

We interpret and use (3.16) as follows. Given a ray emanating from R in

direction ~, the track {Rh + s~h: s real} across the hexagonal grid produces

the triad intercept points lo'll'···' lm. Each pair of intercepts (v.,y. 1)'
~J -J+

j = O,l, ••• ,m-l, determines the vertices ~,g and £ of the associated triad,
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The triad intercept points y.
-J

and rj+l are at distances s(j) and s(j+l), respectively, from eh along

direction ~h. If the ray {e + s~: s real} intercepts the facet F(~1'~2'~3)

at 9' a distance s(9) from e along ~' then the horizontal projection in the

plane of the hexagonal grid of the distance s(9) from e to 9' s(9)~'~h' must

lie between the indicated limits in (3.16). If (3.16) is not satisfied, then

the ray {e + s~: s real} does not intercept the facet.

Whether or not a ray intercepts a sea surface facet within the hexagonal

domain can be determined by systematically checking, in the above manner, each

pair of triad intercept points, namely (rO'll)' (rl'l2)' (r2,r3)' ••• '

(rm-l,rm). Either the ray will intercept one of the facets at a point 9' or

the sequence of triad intercept pairs (y.,v. 1) will be exhausted without ever
-J ~J+

satisfying (3.16), in which case the ray leaves the hexagonal domain without

striking the sea surface.

E. Determination of reflected and transmitted rays

Suppose that a ray ~' has been found to intercept at point 9 a wave facet

whose unit outward normal is~. Let N' be the radiance of the incident ray.

This ray generally gives rise to two daughter rays at q. Suppose that the

reflected daughter ray along ~ has radiance Nr and the refracted daughter ray
-r

along ~t has radiance Nt. We now show how to calculate ~r'~t and Nr,Nt • In

order to do this it is necessary to distinguish between the cases where ~' at

9 is air- or water-incident, i.e., where ~' arrives at 9 via a path through

the air or water. In the air-incident case we have ~"n < 0, while in the- -
water-incident case ~"~ > O. (Recall that ~ in paragraph D above is defined

with the help of the vertical upward direction ~). Figure 9 shows the

geometric relations between incident, reflected and transmitted (refracted)

rays in
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n (normal to air-water surface)

airm= 1

surface

water m = 4/3

AIR-INCIDENT CASE

I ~' incident

~ \ I . d
~t \ I transmltte

~
m~t

n (normal to air-water surface)

transmitted

incident

reflected

airm=l

surface -rl"";-'~""""""7"""":~"""'''''''''''''''''~T-r7'"7''''-r-J--r-rr"''7'""T7I-r'''"7

waterm = 4/3

WATER-INCIDENT CASE
Figure 9.--Schematic diagrams for reflected and refracted rays. The diagrams
are based on Snell's law of refraction and the law of reflection of rays. The
top panel is for air-incident rays; the bottom panel is for water-incident
rays. The dashed vertical lines connecting various vectors summarize the
essence of the reflection and refraction laws of rays, as expressed in (3.18),
0.19).
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of air and water.
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Write momentarily "m" "m" for the indexes of refractiona' w

Further, write the acute angles between ~ and the ray

directions ~a and ~w in air and water as ""a", ""w" respectively. Then:

Snell's law states

m sin" = m sin"a a w w
(3.17)

This form of the law holds regardless of the direction of approach of a ray to

the air-water surface. Knowing ma,mw and one of the two angles "a'''w' the

other can be found. The upper panel of Fig. 9 is the air-incident case and is

obtained from (3.17) by setting* rna = 1, m = mw = 4/3, '" = "a' "t = "w' with

reflected ray angle "r = "'. Therefore, given an incident direction ~' we

have the following working formulas which can be read from the upper diagram

of Fig. 9:

(air-incident case)

~r - ~ ' - 2(~' .~)~

1

~t - (~' - cn)/m ; c = ~of - [(E;'on)2 + m2-ll~

'"
arccos I~ ' 0 ~ I = "r-

"t - arcsin[m-1sin'" I .

(3.18 )

* The index of refraction m of sea water, with salinity of 35 parts per
thousand, at atmospheric pressure, and at 20 G e, varies from 1.35 at light
ray wavelength 400 nm to 1.34 at 700 nm. The variation of m with
temperature, salinity and pressure is very mild. Therefore ~e may take m
at its usual simple fractional value m = 4/3 = 1.33 as representative of

w

m over the visible spectrum, for mostWpractical applications of the
p~esent results. For a detailed study of m under a wide range of physical
conditions, see Austin and Halikas (1976). w
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The lower panel of Fig. 9 1S obtained from (3.17) by setting rna = 1,

m = mw = 4/3, ~' = ~w' ~t = ~a' with reflected ray angle ~r = ~'. Therefore,

given incident direction §' we have the following formulas which may be read

from the lower diagram of Fig. 9:

(water-incident case)

§r - f - 2(§'.~)~

1

§t - m§ , - cn c = mf .~ - [ (m§ , . ~) 2 - m2 + 1 ]~-
~' - arccosl§'·~1 = ~r

~t - arcsin[m sin~' ] .

(3.19)

The constant c in (3.18), (3.19) is fixed in each case by requiring §t to be a

unit vector, given the unit vectors ~' and n. The choice of the minus sign- -
before each square root is guided by physical reasoning and is made so as to

have c approach zero as m approaches 1.

F. Fresnel reflectance formula

For either the air- or water-incident case 1n (3.18) or (3.19), the

reflectance r(~') of the air-water surface for unpolarized incident radiant

flux is given by

(3.20)

A derivation of the components of this formula may be found, for example, 1n

Stratton (1941).
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G. Radiant Flux conservation

The reflectance (3.20), as its derivation from Maxwell's equations shows,

is basically that for unpolarized irradiance H watt/m2 (in contrast to

radiance) incident on the plane interface between two dielectric media of

indexes of refraction ma and mw' with ~t reckoned as in (3.18) or (3.19). For

example, if H' is the incident irradiance (watt/m2 , in air or water) and Hr

and Ht are the reflected and transmitted irradiances at the interface, then

H - H' r(~'.~) 0.2l)
r

H
t - H' tCF;'·n) 0.22 )

where

t(~'·~) - 1 - r(~'.~) 0.23 )

and radiant flux conservation holds:

H' = H + H
r t

H. A ray pencil invariant

(3.24)

To derive the radiance reflectance and transmittance laws from (3.24) we

use the following corollary of Snell's law (3.17):

(3.25 )

where 0a and Ow are respectively the small solid angles of two refraction-

related pencils of rays on the air and water sides of the air-water surface,

and where ~a = IF; ·nl and ~ = IF; ·nl. This relation is useful for deducing
-a - w -w-

either 0a or Ow' knowing the other. It generally expresses the invariance of
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the optical volume of a packet of photons along a pencil of rays as the packet

traverses interfaces of optical media of different indexes of refraction (cf.

Preisendorfer 1965, p. 37). The reflection process is simpler than the

refraction process at an interface. There we have ~a = ~w and 0a = Ow for

incident and reflected pencils of rays.

I. Radiance reflectance and transmittance laws.

Suppose Na and Nw are the radiances of two refraction-related pencils of

unpo1arized light rays at the air-water interface. If the associated solid

angles 0a'Ow and direction cosines ~a'~w of these pencils are given, and if in

(3.21)-(3.24) we set ~ = ~', H = H' and Hw = Ht , as required in the air-
-a - a

incident case, then

H = H r(~'on) = N ~ 0 r(~ on)
r a - a a a -a-

H
t

= H t(~'on) = N ~ 0 t(~ on)
a - - a a a a-

The radiant flux conservation statement (3.24) becomes

H = N ~ 0 = N ~ 0 r(~ on) + N ~ 0 t(~ on) •
a a a a a a a -a - a a a -a-

(3.26)

Replacing ~aOa in the transmission term of (3.26) by means of (3.25), we find

m2

N ~ 0 = N ~ 0 r(~ on) + [N ( ~) t(~ on)] ~ 0 •
a a a a a a a - a m -a - w wa

A study of the transmission term in (3.27) suggests that we define the

transmitted radiance as
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N _ N (~) t(~ on)
w a m2 -a -a

§3

(3.28)

which is the desired radiance transmittance law for the air-incident case.

Interchanging "a" and "w" in (3.28) yields the corresponding radiance

transmittance law for the water-incident case:

m2

N _ N (-!) t(~ on)
a w m2 -w -w

(3.29)

The reflectance term in (3.27) and our observation 1n paragraph H show how

radiance is reflected, i.e., we have simply N = N r(~ on).
r a -a-

In summary then, on setting rna = 1 and mw _ m = 4/3 and writing "~'"

for ~ or f; and writing "N'" for Na or Nw' as the case may be, we find, in
-a -w

the notation of (3.18) and (3.19), the radiance reflectance and transmittance

laws at the air-water interface:

N = N'r(~'on) (reflectance; for a1r- or (3.30)
r water-incidence)

and N = N'm2t{~' on) (air-incident case) (3.31a)
t

N = N' m- 2t{ ~ , ° n) (water-incident case) (3.3lb)
t

In the present work we will make use only of (3.21) and (3.22) as our

basic laws of reflection and refraction on the irradiance--and hence the

radiant flux level. The purpose of introducing the laws (3.30)-(3.31) was to

show that (3.21) and (3.22) are consistent with these more detailed radiance

reflectance and transmittance laws.
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4. Defining Reflectances

Let S(w) be the wth realization of a random capillary wave surface S over

the hexagonal domain, w = 1, ••• ,r. Thus S = (S(w): w = 1, ••• ,r}, and is

constructed as in section 2. The surface S(w) can in principle be extended to

infinity in all horizontal directions of the hexagonally partitioned plane of

Fig. 1. The latter plane serves as a mean water surface about which the

facets of S(w) are randomly placed. Parallel to this mean horizontal surface,

and just above and below S(w) at fixed distances, are two horizontal

monitoring surfaces (h.m.s.), which we will use in the derivations below. We

now consider two specific examples of how to compute the reflectance of S(w)

to downward radiant flux. On the basis of these examples we can then describe

the general recurrence formulas for the reflected and transmitted radiant

fluxes Pr and Pt needed in steps 6 and 7 of the ray tracing flow diagram of

Fig. 2.

A. Example of a simple ray path.

A narrow pencil of unpolarized rays of central direction ~I is incident

on S(w) at point B, as shown in Fig. 1. A close up of this is shown in the

upper panel of Fig. 10. The pencil illumines a small patch A of outward

normal n on S(w). To define the reflectance of S(w) when the surface is

highly crinkled, we place an h.m.s. just above S(w), as shown. We use the

h.m.s. to register the incident radiant flux P(I) of the pencil as it crosses

a small patch I of the h.m.s. on its way to A on S(w). Clearly P(A) = P(I).

Now in accordance with (3.21) a fraction r(~I·n) of P(A) is reflected into the- -
direction ~ and then streams upward through patch R of the h.m.s. If P(R) 1S

the radiant flux of the reflected pencil crossing R, then P(R) = P(A)r(~'·n) =- -
P(I)r(~I·n).- -
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h.m. s.

h.m. s. ~R~
-~'-,---"::'-\.----------tc ~---

, \. : C;3, "
~' "°1 \.

\.
'\

Figure lO.--Illustrating the use of the horizontal monitoring surface (h.m.s.)
for single scattering (upper) and multiple scattering (lower).
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The albedo or irradiance reflectance r_(§') (or r_(§';w» of S(w)

relative to this particular pencil is by definition

(4.1)

The irradiance transmittance t(§') of S(w) is then

(4.2)

B. Example of a complex ray path.

The preceding ideas may be extended to more complicated paths over

S(w). In the lower panel of Fig. 10 an incident pencil of rays of unpolarized

radiant flux P(I) crosses the h.m.s. and illumines a small patch Ai with

outward normal ~i' whereupon a refracted daughter pencil of rays ~s born and

travels along direction §i a distance d underwater to encounter patch A2 of

outward normal ~2' there to be partially refracted into a new daughter ray

along §2. The final encounter of this particular ray bundle with the water

surface is over patch A3 with outward normal ~3' from which the flux of a new

daughter ray bundle proceeds along §3 toward the h.m.s. and emerges through

patch R carrying radiant flux P(R). The ratio of this emergent flux P(R) to

the incident flux P(I), i.e., the albedo of S(w) in this path instance, is

(4.3)

The exponential factor, for the underwater path segment of distance d,

accounts for the flux lost from the daughter bundle, due·to absorption and
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scattering, as the bundle travels from patch Ai to A2 • a 1S the volume

attenuation coefficient for the water. The other factors are Fresnel factors

and are understood in the same way as those in (4.1) and (4.2). Here we have,

e.g., t(~"ni) = 1 - r(~"ni)' where r(~'·ni) is as defined in (3.18). In Our- - - - - -
numerical studies of the present method we experiment with various choices of

a in the transmission factor exp[-ad). Setting a = 0 in effect makes the

water transparent. Setting a = ~ in effect eliminates any multiple scattering

effects arising from subsurface travels of daughter rays. The true r_(~')

(after a full run as described in Fig. 2) will lie somewhere between the two

values governed by these limiting cases.

c. The general recursive ray path.

When we turn to find the general form of (4.1) and (4.3) we see at first

a bewildering number of possible daughter paths that can spring from a single

incident ray approaching Sew) along a direction ~'. Figure 11 shows some of

these possibilities. We can classify these possibilities by counting the

number ns of scattering points and the number nb of branches into which the

original ray splits. For air-incident rays, the three-branch, single

scattering event shown in Fig. 11 is by far the most common at all wind speeds

and angles of incidence. As the wind speed increases, or if incident rays

come in nearly horizontal, then the numbers of scatters and branches

increase. For water-incident rays single scattering events are also most

common. Figure 11 shows how these single scattering events consist of two

kinds: the case of ns = 1, nb = 2 when total internal scattering occurs and

the case of ns = 1, nb = 3 when an upward transmitted ray occurs. For crinkly

surfaces, water-incident rays can undergo multiple scattering (ns ~ 2), as

indicated in the ns = 2, nb = 4 case of Fig. 11. Of the many possible
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ns = 1,nb =3 0s=2,nb=5

~4

upper h. m. s.

~'

lower h. m. s.
10l
~

~~
0s=1,~=2

Figure ll.--Schematic diagrams of common scattering events. The top row is for the air-incident case; the
bottom row is for the water-incident case. ns counts the number of ray-surface encounters, nb the total
number of parent and daughter rays (branches).
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configurations for air-incident multiple scattering, the second-order scatter,

five-branch case is the most common with third-order scatter, seven-branch

cases being the next most common. In the numerical studies to be described

below, configurations such as ns = 3, nb = 6 (the case shown in Fig. 1) are

rare; and cases where nb ~ 10 almost never occur. While it is possible to

develop an algebraic notation to explicitly represent the general forms of

(4.1) or (4.3), it is more expedient for our numerical work to simply write

down a recursive formula for the radiant flux content of a newly born daughter

ray at each step between the beginning and end of the parent ray's travels;

and so we proceed as follows.

Suppose the numerical computation is at step (5) of the ray tracing

procedure of Fig. 2. We then know the values of §, e and P defining the

parent ray. Tracing the ray from e to an interception point ei along § yields

a calculable distance d = Hp - p.". The outward normal gl' to S{w) at p. is
- -1 -1

known from the formulas of section 3D. From n· we can decide whether the path
-1

of the ray was in air or water by finding whether §·gi ~ 0 (air-incident case)

or §·gi > 0 (water-incident case). The daughter ray directions ~ and
-r

§t at ei are then found as in section 3E. In the air-incident case the

generated daughter rays are defined by

(~ ,p.,P ) , with P = Pr{~·n.) , for the reflected ray-r -1 r r - -1

and (4.4)

(~ ,p.,P ) , with P
t

= Pt{~·n.) , for the refracted ray,
-t -1 t - -1

where P is modified according to (3.21) or (3.22), and t{§'gi) = 1 - r{§·gi).

In the water-incident case the daughter rays are defined in a similar way:
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(~ ,po ,P ) , with P = P exp[-ad]r(~·n.) for the reflected ray
-r -1 r r - -1

and (4.5)

(~ ,p.,P ) , with P
t

= P exp[-ad]t(~·n.) for the refracted ray
-t -1 t - -1

where the new fluxes are defined V1a (3.21) or (3.22). To account for flux

lost from the ray during water transmission, we include exp[-ad]. As before,

In the case of total internal reflection, r(~·n.) = 1
- -1

so that there is no refracted ray. The daughter ray triples defined by (4.4)

and (4.5) are immediately pushed into the stack for subsequent processing, as

described in steps (6) and (7) of Fig. 2.

D. Using the result

The result of the calculations above, 1n the context of Fig. 2, 1.e.

after ensemble averaging has been done, is a number r_(§'), say, for an

unpolarized ray pencil directed downward at a random surface over which wind

is moving at speed U. One uses this number in practice as follows. Let a

pencil of rays of radiance N(§') be incident on such a surface at each point

of its upper h.m.s. (cf. Fig. 10 or 11). Let ~n be the (small) solid angle of

the pencil. Then N(§')I§'·~I~n is the irradiance (watt/m 2 ) incident at each

point of the h.m.s. of the air-water surface. Further, by construction of

r_(§'), N(§')I§'·~I r_(§')~n is the radiant emittance (outward-directed

irradiance) of the upper h.m.s. and N(§')I§'·~I t_(§')~n is the radiant

emittance of the lower h.m.s. of the air-water surface (cf. Fig. 11). Since

the random air-water surface is on average flat and horizontal, we may, in

practice, let the upper and lower horizontal monitoring surfaces approach this

flat average surface, and coalesce with it. Hence in practice r±(§l) and

t±(§') may be associated with the mean horizontal surface of a wind roughened

sea.
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E. Remarks on the derivation

It should be noted that a single number such as r_{§';oo}, found in {4.l}

or {4.3} by tracing a single pencil of rays, is meaningless, statistically

speaking. It is only after several thousands of such reflection numbers have

been accumulated, and then averaged over 00, that a statistically meaningful

result begins to emerge. Thus imagine these reflections to occur

independently and in great numbers over the extent of the hexagonal grid for a

single realization 8{oo} of the surface. For a sufficiently large number of

reflections, the ratio of the total amount of reflected radiant flux from a

small neighborhood about each point of the horizontal monitoring surface for

8{oo} to that incident upon the neighborhood will approach a limit, the desired

albedo, or irradiance reflectance. This limit will in principle be

independent of location of the neighborhood on the h.m.s. and will be a

weighted average of terms of the kind in {4.l} and {4.3} and others built up

by means of {4.4} and {4.5}. By ergodic equivalence, this argument will also

go through by applying it to an ensemble of realized surfaces 8{oo} irradiated

over a small neighborhood about a fixed common point of their grid. A simple

argument towards this end, using radiometric concepts, will now be sketched.

It also provides the basis for the interpretations of r_{§'} in

paragraph 4D. It is an heuristic argument that may be elaborated into a

rigorous derivation of r_{§'}.

Let P{I} be the downward incident radiant flux over patch I of the upper

h.m.s. of a realization 8{oo} of the random water surface {as in the diagrams

of Fig. 10}. This P{I} is produced by a pencil of rays of radiance N{§'}

about direction ~'. If ~o and ~A are the solid angle and the area of the

pencil normal to §', then
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P(I) = N(~')~n~A

where ~ 1S the unit outward normal to the hom.s.

(406)

If r_(~';w) is the facet reflectance associated with one of the daughter

rays initiated by this parent ray (in the form of (401), (403), etc.) then the

associated upward emergent flux P(R;w) through the upper h.m.s. of Sew) is

given by

P(R;w) = P(I) r_(~';w)

= N(~')~n~A r_(~';~) (407)

Taking the ensemble average of each side over all realizations Sew) we find,

on rearranging and inserting the factor I~'·~I, that

E
_w_-r-.......,__~r---.-__ = ~ r _ ( ~ , ; w) (408)

Here ~A/I~'·~I is the area of illuminated patch I which we may ass1gn to the

ensemble average of P(R;w)o Thus we see that the numerator of r_(~') 1n (408)

is an average radiant emittance (watt/m 2 ) of the homoso while the denominator

1S the irradiance (watt/m 2 ) on the h.mos. The value of r_(~') in (4.8) is

found in practice, as outlined in steps 8 and 9 of Figo 20 This practical

procedure gives the meaning of the ensemble average over all w (= l, ••• ,r) on

the right in (4.8), and in turn, (4.8) shows the theoretical basis of

steps 8-11 and 9 of Figo 2.
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5. stacking Rays

The ray stacking activity, i.e., the handling of the ray triples (~,e,P),

forms an integral part of the sequence of ray tracing steps in Fig. 2. In the

computer program the stack S is a 10 x 7 array capable of storing 10 ordered

septuples of the form

The NSth, or last, row of S, §(NS) = (S(NS,K): K = 1, ••• ,7}, is defined as

S(NS,l) = ~l

S(NS,2) = ~2

S(NS,7) = P •

NS ~ 10, (5.2)

This constructs the ray triple (~,e,P) of S using the geometric

information ~,e along with P. When the ray tracing procedure has just

constructed a new surface as in step 2 of Fig. 2, we initialize the array S in

step 3 by placing (i.e., pushing) S(l) = (~',p',p') into S using the- --
identifications in (5.2), and setting the array counter NS to 1. (At the

outset of the program, set NS = 0 since no rays are in the stack.) In the

general activity of step 4 we pull the general NSth (i.e., the last) row §(NS)

from S by reversing the FORTRAN identifications in (5.2):
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F;l = S(NS,l)

F;2 = S(NS,2)

P = S(NS, 7)

§5

NS :s; 10, (5.3)

This results in the ray triple (~'F'P) ready for further processing 1n

step 5. After this pull 1S completed the array counter NS is set to NS-l. In

summary, a push (in step 3, 6, or 7) consists of noting the value of the array

counter NS, forming anew the NS + 1 (the new last) row of S V1a (5.2), and

updating NS to NS + 1. A pull (in step 4) consists of going to the last

(i.e., the NSth) row of S, forming a triple (~'F'P) via (5.3), and updating

the array counter NS to NS - 1 (to expose a new last row of S).

When step 9 of Fig. 2 finds a value of NS = 0, the parent ray and all of

its daughters have been traced to completion.
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6. Model characteristics

There are several features of the ray tracing procedure that may be of

interest to a reader should he attempt to code the procedure by himself.

A. Computer code optimization

Initial runs with capillary waves constructed over a hexagonal grid

showed that almost all of the computational expense involved checking the

triads, one by one, to see if the ray had intercepted the associated facet.

Considerable computational savings result from the following observation. As

a random surface realization is generated, the maximum and minimum node

elevations are recorded respectively above and below the hexagonal grid. This

determines a vertical range of surface elevations. Only when a ray is within

this vertical range of the realized surface does a check for interception of

the surface need to be made. For example, if a ray is incident from near the

zenith, its track may cross many triads of the hexagonal grid before the ray

is near the surface, i.e., within the above-defined vertical range. In such a

case it often turns out that after the ray has dipped into the vertical range

only one or two triads near the center of the hexagon need to be checked

before a facet interception is found. Likewise, if a daughter ray leaves the

surface in an upward or downward direction, no further checks need to be made

after the outgoing ray leaves the vertical range of the realized surface, even

though the track may thereafter cross many triads before the hexagonal grid's

boundary is reached.

It sometimes happens that a daughter ray passing through the alr in a

downward direction, or through the water in an upward direction, leaves the

hexagonal domain before interacting with the surface. With the bookkeeping

procedure adopted in this study, such a ray is improperly tallied, since it
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would intercept the surface again at some point outside the hexagon and hence

outside the tallying area. By choosing the order of the hexagon sufficiently

large, the number of such lost rays can be made arbitrarily small. In

practice with capillary waves, a grid of order n = 7 with a target point near

the center is sufficiently large to keep the number of lost rays to one per

several thousand incident rays.

Certain other singular cases can occur. For example, a daughter ray

traveling exactly straight up or down would never leave the hexagonal

domain. Such special situations seldom if ever occur in practice, although

the computer code must check for them in order to prevent the possibility of

division by zero or infinite loops.

To trace one ray from start to finish, the carefully optimized computer

code requires on average about 0.004 seconds of execution time on a CDC CYBER

1701750 computer. The program keeps a tally of the numbers of lost rays and

multiply-scattered rays so that accuracy checks and comparisons of the

relative contributions of single and multiple scattering can be made.

Extensive direct and indirect checks have been made to guarantee the

correctness of the present computer code. Several of these checks will be

discussed at appropriate points below.

B. Multiple scattering

A phenomenon which is difficult to handle in analytic formulations, but

nearly trivial in the present numerical study, is that of multiple

scattering. In Fig. 11 we define the order ns of scattering as the total

number of times a parent ray or any of its daughter rays intercepts the wave

surface.
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Figure 12 shows the dependence of the multiple scattering index ns on

wind speed and angle of incidence of the parent light rays. For purposes of

labeling graphs such as Fig. 12, it is often convenient to define the incident

angle e~ as the acute angle between the ray and either the +k (zenith)

direction or the -~ (nadir) direction (see Fig. 4). Then 0 ~ e~ ~ 90° and the

phrase "air-incident rays" or "water-incident rays" must be added to avoid

ambiguity. Figure 12 shows, as a function of e~ and wind speed, the

percentage of incoming rays which undergo multiple scattering of any order

(ns ~ 2). This figure is for incoming rays which are parallel to the wind

(~' = 0 in Fig. 4). The figure is based on over 150,000 ray tracings. Thes

curves are applicable to both air-incident and water-incident rays. Observe

that, for a given incidence angle 9~, the percentage of rays undergoing

multiple scattering generally increases with wind speed U (except for the

incident angle range between 80° and 90°). Rays incident from within 30° of

the zenith or from a similar cone near the nadir almost never have multiple

scatters for winds in the range U = 0 to 20 m/s. We see that for wind speed

U ~ 5 mIs, typically five to ten percent of the rays incident from the range

60° ~ 9~ ~ 80° have multiple scatters. This is because the relative angles

between the tilted wave facets and the incident rays are then most conducive

to reflecting the incident ray into a nearly horizontal direction, so that the

reflected daughter ray hits a neighboring facet. There is an overall dropoff

in multiple scattering for nearly horizontal (80°) incoming rays, since the

daughter rays then tend to head away from the surface at angles which cause

them on average to miss even the nearest facets. We note as a general rule

that around 10% of the rays undergo multiple scattering by capillary waves,

over a wide range of incident angles and wind speeds. The quantitative

effects of multiple scattering will be discussed at appropriate locations

below.
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Additional experlence with the model's behavior for capillary waves can

be obtained from Fig. 13, which plots the average tilt S of the wave facet's

unit normal ~ from the vertical~. The tilt of a given facet is

B = arccos(n-k). We see that the increase of the average tilt for capillary

wave facets as a function of wind speed is qualitatively consistent with the

curves of Fig. 12 and the comments of the preceding paragraph.

The area of a capillaried, wind-blown water surface relative to that of a

calm sea may be estimated from Fig. 13. An element of area on a tilted wave

facet is just secB times the area of a triad. Computing secS from Fig. 13 and

plotting as a function of U reveals a linear increase in the water surface

area as a function of wind speed U (mls), namely

Relative surface area = 1.0 + 0.0024U, o sus 20 mls • (6.1)

This model-derived fact is numerically consistent with a simple theoretical

demonstration based on the empirical cr~ and cr~ laws in (2.1) (with p = 1) and

the approximate trigonometric relation secB ~ 1 + ~tan2B, for small B. Thus,

I

E[secB] = E[l + tan2B]~ ~ E[l + ~tan2B]
(6.2)

= 1 + ~E[t2 + t 2 ] = 1 + ~(a + a )U = 1 + 0.0025U.
u c u c

In this derivation we have used the definitions of cr 2 and cr 2 (cf. (2.5» and
u c

the geometric fact that
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7. Glitter patterns

We are now prepared to discuss a central topic of our investigations:

the generation and analysis of sea surface glitter patterns. The sun's

glitter pattern on the sea surface has long been used as a tool for deducing

the slope statistics of the sea surface. Important works in this area are

those of Cox and Munk (op. cit.). In the present paper the sea surface

statistics are assumed given, and the glitter pattern is generated by direct

ray tracing on a set of sea surface realizations.

The generation of glitter patterns in this study serves two purposes.

First, the comparison of model-generated glitter patterns with photographs of

actual patterns serves as a partial check on the correctness of the ray-

tracing model. Checks such as these give us confidence in the model's ability

to determine the irradiance reflectances reported on in the next section of
•

this study. Second, the model's ability to trace both reflected and refracted

rays from light sources above and below the surface permits examinations of

patterns which would be difficult to conduct experimentally, e.g. the glitter

patterns of underwater light sources as seen from above or below the

surface.

A. Coordinate systems

We develop our coordinate system following the usual manner of recording

the sun's glitter pattern on the ocean surface, as shown in Fig. 14. An

observer in an aircraft or generally at some remote point P aims a camera at

the glitter pattern on the water surface and takes a photograph. The

photograph is usually developed so that it has the horizon toward the top and

the nadir toward the bottom. Stating the camera's viewing angle (field of

view) gives the viewer of the photograph a feeling for the angular extent of
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the glitter pattern 1n nature. We may also imagine a scuba diver who

photographs the glitter pattern of the sun's transmitted rays. In this case

the camera below the surface 1S pointed upward, and the photograph is usually

developed so that it has the zenith toward the top and the horizon toward the

bottom.

Associated with a point light source are its specular reflection and

transmission directions. These are the directions of the reflected and

transmitted rays generated when the incoming ray §', as in Fig. 14, strikes a

flat horizontal surface (the case of zero wind speed). The initial §' and

specular ray path ~ lie in the same vertical plane. For the numerical

simulation of glitter pattern photographs, we will use coordinate systems

based around these specular directions. The optical axes of cameras are

aligned along the specular ray paths, and the cameras point toward the

specular point on the ocean surface.

Figure 15 shows the four general camera positions used to present glitter

patterns. Camera A photographs air-incident reflected rays, the usual case of

the sun's glitter on the sea surface. The camera angle 8c is 8~, the angle of

reflection for a level surface. Camera B, located along the specular

transmission ray path, photographs the glitter pattern of air-incident

transmitted rays. The camera angle is (by (3.18» 8c = arcsin(sin8~/m), the

angle of refraction for a flat horizontal water surface. Cameras C and 0

photograph the reflected and refracted glitter patterns for an underwater

light source. If the underwater light source is positioned so that there

would be no transmitted rays for a calm surface, the camera 0 axis is placed

in the specular (mean) water surface, and thus is pointed horizontally.

We now introduce the image plane. This plane can be thought of as the

plane of the film in a camera. In Fig. 14, with the camera at P, we first
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Figure 15.--Camera positions for viewing the four types of glitter patterns.
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choose a sun-based coordinate system !-l-~ centered at the camera's specular

point S on the water surface. The unit vector! direction is chosen so that

the incoming rays ~' = (~',~',~') always have ~~ > 0 and ~' = O. The unit
x y z y

vector ~ axis is vertical upward and l is chosen so that l = ~ X!. The

camera axis direction! is chosen to be the specular reflection (~ ) or
-r

refraction (~ ) direction, depending on the case under study (Fig. 14 shows
-t

the case of camera position A in Fig. 15). The image plane at P is a plane

perpendicular to the camera aX1S ! and positioned at a distance f (which

simulates the focal length of the camera) from S along!. We thus imagine a

camera at P pointed in the -! direction. A coordinate system h-Y for the

image plane is chosen by setting h = -l and y = ! x h. This choice of hand Y

is such that, when the image plane of Fig. 14 (i.e. the camera film) is turned

upside down for viewing as a photograph, the hand Y axes will appear as

horizontal and vertical axes appropriate to the photograph. The computer-

generated glitter pattern will then appear as if a photograph were actually

taken of a real air-water surface.

To locate glitter points in the image plane, we proceed as follows. Let

an arbitrary ray along ~ from S intersect the image plane at a point t = thh +

tvY = (th,tv ). The image plane coordinates t h and tv are introduced to

specify the location of a point in the image plane relative to the origin P of

the hand y axes. Let ~ be at a distance A along ~ from the specular

point S. Note that ~, lying in the image plane, is perpendicular to!. Then

the vector identity

A~ = fa + t (7.1)

yields A = f/~·a.- - The components of t are, by (7.1),
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t h = t· h = f ~.~/~.~

and

t = t· v = f ~-~/~-~v

Substituting for h = -l and! = ~ x h, gives t~ and tv in terms of

; = (; ,; ,; ) and ~ = (a ,a ,a ) = (a ,O,a ):
- x y z x y z x z

t h
= -f ; /;-a

y - -

and (7.2)

t = f(; a - ; a )/;-av x z z x --

Once the camera position is fixed (i.e. f and ~ are chosen), (7.2) yields the

image plane coordinates of any ray ~ (for which ~-~ > 0).

An inverse relation for ~ in terms of ~ in the image plane is obtained

from (7.1) after using the Pythagorean relation on right triangle SP~ to find

that A = (f2 + t 2 + t2)~. We then have
h v

Expressing h and ! in terms of !, l' and ~, this may be written

;x = (f2 + t 2 + t 2)-~ (fa + t a )
h v x v z

;y = (f2 + t 2 + t2)-~ (-t ) (7.3)
h v h

_1

;z = (f2 + t 2 + t 2) ~ (fa - a t )
h v z x v
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The ray-tracing model generates a glitter pattern on the image plane of

Fig. 14 as follows. A light source with location direction angles (e~,~~) is

chosen, and the associated incident ray §' is aimed at a target point of the

hexagonal grid. The incoming ray §' is scattered by a realization of the

random surface, and the final daughter rays ~ are recorded. This process 1S

repeated for each of an ensemb~ of surface realizations presented to §'.

Those daughters rays which have §.~ > 0 generate a distribution of points

(th,tv ) in the image plane. A plot of the (th,tv ) locations is the model

generated glitter pattern.

The directions §' and § characterize the initial and final rays. During

the Monte Carlo simulation, the process of scattering §' to § can be thought

of as occurring at the fixed point S of Fig. 14. When a camera records a

glitter pattern, the camera, located at point P of Fig. 14, records

rays § which actually have been scattered from various points of the water

surface other than S. However, the pattern of points in the image plane,

generated by the Monte Carlo ray tracing procedure over each of an ensemble of

randomly realized surfaces, is equivalent to a simulated photograph of an

extended statistically homogeneous area of the sea surface irradiated, say, by

sunlight, provided the ensemble of surfaces is itself statistically

stationary. That is, the set of (th,tv ) points arising from the traces of a

single §' incident in turn at point S on each of an ensemble of sea surface

realizations (as in Fig. 14) is statistically equivalent to the set of (th,tv )

points produced by an ensemble of rays parallel to §' and simultaneously

incident at points randomly chosen on a single realization of the surface and

then focussed (as by a camera lens) onto the image plane. In this way we use

the ergodic equivalence between the Duntley and the Cox-Munk approaches

described in section 18 to justify the image plane approach of Fig. 14.
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To assist in visualizing a glitter pattern formed from the (th,tv ) points

in the image plane, we define horizontal and vertical viewing angles ~h and ~v

as follows. Let a glitter point on the image plane be at (th,tv)'

Let ~h and ~v be unit vectors emanating from S whose extensions intersect the

viewing plane at point (th,O) lying on the h axis and at point (O,tv ) on the y

axis, as shown in Fig. 14. Then

~v - arccos(~ °a) sign[t ].
-v - v

(7.4a)

(7.4b)

The viewing angles have been given the signs of t h and tv'

The inverse relation between ~h and t h is obtained at once by simple

trigonometry from Figo 14, or formally Via (7.3). In the latter case, as a

check on (7.3), for ~ = ~h' we have tv = 0 and! = (ax,O,az )' with !o!

= a~ + a~ = 1. Then the relation cos~h = ~ho~ reduces to

~ = (f2 + t2)-~ (fa 2 + fa 2)cos h h x z

Squaring and solving for t h gives

t~ = f2(sec2~h - 1) •

On reducing this (via the positive square root) we obtain the required form

for t h which, along with its similarly derived companion tv' may be summarized

as
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t = f tan\lJ
v v

(J .5a)

(J.5b)

Figure 16 further clarifies the relation between the image plane and a

glitter pattern photograph. The top panel of Fig. 16 shows a particular

instance of the §'-~ plane (th = 0) of Fig. 14, corresponding to camera

position A of Fig. 15. An incoming ray ~' with a~ = 60° is reflected by a non

horizontal water facet at S to generate a reflected ray § with a = 45°, which

strikes the image plane at~. The camera axis ~ is fixed by the specular

reflection direction at ac = a~ = 60°. The viewing angle \lJ v associated

with ~ is seen to be \lJ v = -15°. A ray reflected straight up would strike the

image plane at \lJ v = -60°, and a horizontally reflected ray would have

\lJ = +30°.v

We now show that this method of recording glitter patterns is a

reasonable simulator of glitter photographs. The bottom panel of Fig. 16

shows the image plane of the top panel turned "upside down" and placed at

point S. We now imagine an observer in an aircraft at point P. The ray §' is

reflected by a wave facet at R to generate a reflected ray § which 1S seen by

the observer. We note that the ray § coming from point R on the ocean surface

is exactly what the observer would see if he were looking at point ~ in the

relocated image plane. The observer looking along the camera axis, \lJ v = 0, is

looking at the specular point S. If the observer lifts his eyes upward from S

by 30°, he sees the ocean horizon, which corresponds to \lJ = +30° in thev

bottom panel's photograph. Looking downward by 60°, i.e. at \lJ = -60° in thev

photograph, the observer at P sees the point on the ocean surface directly

below him. In this way the image plane technique for recording ray paths, as
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Figure l6.--Turning the image plane "upside down" to simulate a photograph of
a glitter pattern.
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shown in Fig. 14, enables us to simulate glitter pattern photographs, and we

see that 1\I h and 1\I v are properly referred to as "viewing angles." The above

definitions and coordinate systems hold without change for the other camera

positions of Fig. 15. Since only the ray directions are of importance, we can

set f = 1 without loss of generality.

It is important to note that the coordinate systems used to represent

glitter patterns are sun-based, since the x, y, and z axes (cf. Fig. 14) are- - -
defined in relation to the incoming ray direction ~', which most often in

applications will be emanating from the sun. Specifically,! is chosen so

that ~' > 0 and ~' = 0, where ~' is the incoming ray. The i-j-k coordinatex y _ - _ -

system (cf. Figs. 4 and 14) used in the ray-tracing calculations, on the other

hand, is "wind-based," since i by construction is always in the direction of

the wind. These two systems are shown schematically in Fig. 14. Each

coordinate system is the logical one for its purpose, and minimal effort is

required to switch between them since they are related by a rotation about

their common vertical axes, ~ =~. Thus suppose the light source is located

at an angle ~~ relative to the wind direction (measured counterclockwise from

the i-axis in the i-j plane), so that a ray ~' coming from the light source

has ~' = 180 0 + ~~. Then the angle from i to ! is ~'. Consequently, a vector

v with components Ywind = (vi,vj,vk ) in the wind-based system has components

v = (v ,v ,v ) in the sun-based system given by-sun x y z

~
cos~'

-sin~'

o

sin~'

cos~'

o
(7.6a)

which is easily inverted to get v . d from v :-Win -sun
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= (:v~~) =~wind
(

CO s ell ,

sinell'

o

-sinell'

cosell'

o
(7.6b)

In practice, all vectors from the ray tracing calculations are immediately

transformable by (7.6a) so that the resulting vectors can be used in the sun-

based glitter pattern diagrams when sun and wind directions are arbitrarily

related.

Cox and Hunk (op. cit.) used the glitter pattern to deduce the

orientations of the reflecting wave facets relative to the zenith and the

sun. In order to conveniently specify the facet orientations that produce the

glitter points on their photographs, they defined azimuth and tilt angles a

and 8, respectively, for the facet normal and overlaid a and 8 iso1ines on

their photographs. We also adopt these angles as a way of displaying the

facet information of a glitter pattern. Let ~ be the surface normal of that

wave facet which reflects or refracts a ray ~' into the ~ direction. Then a

and 8 are defined by

a = arctan(-n /n )
y x

and

8 _ arccos(nok) = arccos(n ),
z

(azimuth angle, positive clockwise from i)

(7.7)

(tilt angle from k)

where n =

Fig. 14.

(n ,n ,n ) is measured in the sun-based coordinate system of
x y z

Given the initial and final ray directions ~' and ~, the facet

normal ~, on recalling Fig. 9, is available from anyone of the appropriate

relations:
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n = (~- ~')/II~ - ~'II for air-incident reflected rays, or (7.8a)-
n = (~ , - m~)/lif - mE; II for air-incident transmitted rays, or (7.8b)-
n = (~' - ~)/II~' - ~II for water-incident reflected rays, or (7. 8c)

n = (m~' - ~)/limf - ~II for water-incident transmitted rays. (7.8d)-

It should be noted that for a given ~' and ~ in the above formulas, the ~ and

a,a values are those of a unique wave facet which would scatter ~' into ~.

Observe, however, that the final ~ ray used in making a glitter photograph 1n

our diagrams may have been generated as a result of multiple scattering of a

parent ray from two or more facets; nevertheless, at each intermediate

scattering facet, the incoming and outgoing rays are related by (3.18) or

(3.19). Hence for a given incident ~' a single realized surface S(w) can give

rise to one or more glitter points in the final pattern.

We can draw contours of a and a on the image plane as follows. Fix the

focal length f and the camera axis!. At each point of a regular grid of

(th,tv ) values in the image plane, determine the associated ~ by (7.3). Then

~ is obtained from (7.8), and finally the a and a values to be associated with

values can then be used 1n a contouring subroutine to draw lines of constant a

and constant a on a generated glitter pattern.

B. Examples of glitter patterns

We now present a sequence of numerically generated glitter patterns.

These patterns were made using capillary waves for a variety of wind speeds

and light source locations. In accordance with the conventions described

above, the glitter patterns are plotted in the sun-based coordinate system of
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Fig. 14. The computations, however, are done in the wind-based coordinate

system (cf. section 3). Our source location angles (e~,~~), in particular,

are measured in the wind-based system. e~ is measured from the zenith (air

incident case) or nadir (water-incident case). ~~ is measured positive

counterclockwise from i in the i-j plane.

Figure 17 is presented for comparison with an actual glitter pattern

photograph, Fig. 18. Figure 17 was generated for the air-incident case with a

wind speed of U = 5 mls (at 12.5 m elevation) and a point light source located

at e~ = 60 0 from the zenith. Panel a has the light source in the alongwind or

~' = 180 0 direction, and panel b has the source in the crosswind or ~' = 90 0
s s

direction (cf. Figs. 4 and 14). The geometry is similar to that of Fig. 16,

in that the camera angle is e = 60 0 and a viewing angle ~v = 30 0 correspondsc

to looking toward the ocean horizon. The angular field of view in Fig. 17 is

seen to be from 30 0 above the specular point (i.e. from the horizon) to 500

below the specular point (almost to the observer's nadir), and 30 0 to either

side of the specular point. Contours of the wave facet angles a and a are

displayed. A small dot is plotted at each of 2,000 ray-image plane

intersections to generate the glitter pattern. A qualitative feeling for the

brightness, or radiance, of the glitter pattern is given by the area density

of the scattered dots. A more faithful representation of the radiance could

be obtained by making the size of each dot proportional to the radiant flux

associated with the ray, but for our present purposes (outlined at the outset

of this section) simply locating the ray-image plane intersections is

sufficient.

Comparison of Figs. 17a and l7b shows the effects of the anisotropy of

the capillary waves. In Fig. l7a the wind is blowing from the top to bottom

of the picture, while in Fig. 17b the wind is blowing from left to right. The
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Figure 18.--Photograph of a glitter pattern on the open ~cean. The conditions
were similar to those modeled in Fig. 17.
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glitter pattern of Fig. 17a, for which the air-incident rays are parallel to

the wind, is somewhat more elongated than the pattern of Fig. 17b, for which

the air-incident rays are perpendicular to the wind. This shape difference in

the glitter patterns occurs because rays incident parallel to the wind tend to

encounter the wave facets "head on" and are thus more strongly influenced by

the upwind slope, ~u' Rays incident perpendicular to the wind are more

influenced by the crosswind slope, ~c' Recall that the variances of these

slopes are such that 0 2 > 0 2 in Eqs. (2.1), (2.1)' (with p = 1).
u c

Figure 18 is a photograph by Cox and Hunk of a physical situation similar

to those used to generate Fig. 17. In particular, the sun angle e~ is the

same, and the wind speed was 9 knots (; 4.6 m/s) at 12.5 m elevation, although

the wind direction ~~ relative to the sun is not known. There are several

features in the photograph which are not modeled in the ray-tracing

calculations, namely striations 1n the glitter, due to ocean swell, and

diffuse side lobes of glitter. However, the major features of the actual

glitter pattern centered on the specular point are well reproduced in Fig. 17,

as can be seen by comparing the "brightness" of the figures at corresponding B

contours. The B contours of Fig. 18 are in 50 increments beginning with

Figure 19 shows the development of an air-incident capillary-wave

reflected glitter pattern as a function of wind speed. Other parameter values

are the same as in Fig. 17a, except that a wider-angle view is taken. In

Fig. 19a, we see a small, very dense pattern for a wind speed of 1 m/s. As

the wind increases through 5, 10 and 20 mls in panels b, c and d, the glitter

pattern becomes larger and less dense at its center. From the B contours of

Fig. 19a, we see that at U = 1 mls only rarely is a wave facet normal tilted

by as much as 100 from the vertical, the bulk being around 20 or 30 (cf.
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Fig. 13). At winds of 20 mis, Fig. 19d shows occasional facet tilts of a

greater than 30 0
•

Figure 20 illustrates the dependence of the air-incident reflected

glitter pattern on solar position for a given wind speed of 5 m/s. Figure 20a

shows a pattern for the light source at a~ = 1.0 0 and ~~ = 180 0
• The camera

is essentially looking straight down with the sun overhead. The pattern 1S

nearly circular, although there is a slight elongation in the alongwind

direction (top to bottom of the picture) due to the anisotropy of the

capillary wave surface. Figure 20b has a' = 80 0 and ~' = 180 0
, and Fig. 20cs s

has a' = 80 0 and ~' = 90 0
• Just as in Fig. 17, we see an elongation of thes s

pattern for the alongwind source location compared to the pattern for the

crosswind source location. The glitter patterns are now becoming elongated

into the "road to happiness" (Shuleikin, 1968, p. 383) due to the near-

horizontal angle of incidence of the incoming rays. Figure 20d shows the case

of a setting sun, a' = 90 0 and ~' = 180 0
• The "road to happiness" is nows s

fully developed.

The above Figs. 17-20 have all been for the usual case of air-incident

reflected rays (camera position A in Fig. 15). Cox and Hunk (1955) also

estimated the appearance of glitter patterns of air-incident transmitted rays

as seen from below the water surface (camera position B of Fig. 15).

Figure 21a shows our glitter pattern for air-incident transmitted rays for the

same parameter values as those of the reflected rays in Fig. 20a. The camera

is looking essentially straight up toward the sun. The glitter pattern is

much more compressed relative to Fig. 20, as is expected from the laws of

geometric optics. Only 500 points are plotted, due to the compactness of the

pattern.
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Figure 2lb shows the air-incident transmitted ray pattern for the same

parameter values as Fig. l7a, namely a~ = 60°, ~~ = 180° and U = 5 m/s. The

camera angle is now a' = 40.5°, as determined by the specular transmissionc

direction. Most of the 2000 transmitted rays deviate less than 10° from the

specular direction, as seen from the ~h and ~v values, although there is a

noticeable sprinkling of points below and outside the main pattern. Figs. 2lc

and 2ld have a~ = 85°, ~~ = 180° and ac = 48.3°. Figure 2lc has U = 5 mls and

Fig. 2ld has U = 20 m/s. In each of these figures the glitter pattern 1S

shifted away from the specular transmission direction. As in the reflected

ray case, an increasing wind speed gives a more diffuse pattern, although the

effect is not as pronounced in the case of transmitted rays.

Glitter patterns for water-incident reflected rays (camera position C in

Fig. 15), 1n the form of dot-density diagrams, appear on the whole the same as

those for air-incident reflected rays (camera position A in Fig. 15), since

the presently constructed capillary surface appears the same from above or

below. However, if the glitter patterns were generated with the dot size

proportional to the radiant flux of the rays, then the patterns for water-

incident reflected rays would appear brighter than those of the air-incident

case, because of the greater Fresnel reflectance for water-incident rays.

The patterns for water-incident transmitted rays in principle should be

much different than those of the air-incident transmitted case. Figure 22a

shows the pattern for rays passing almost straight up through the surface

(camera position 0 1n Fig. 15 with the camera looking almost straight down).

The pattern is not quite as compact as the corresponding air-incident case of

Fig. 2la and is in accord with the well-known magnification effect of the

water surface on submerged objects. Figure 22b shows the case for a water-

incident angle of a~ = 45° and ~~ = 180° for a unidirectional source spatially
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distributed just below the water surface, with 8 = 70.5°. This 8' isc s

measured from the nadir and is near the critical angle of 48.59° for total

internal reflection, in the specular case. For the wind speed of 5 mls shown

in Fig. 22b, only 1369 of 2000 incident rays were transmitted; the other 631

rays encountered facets which were tilted so as to cause total internal

reflections. Figures 22c and 22d both have 8~ = 60° and ~~ = 180°. For a

specular surface there would be no transmitted rays at this value of 8~, and

therefore the camera angle is set to 8c = 90°. Note from the ~v values that

the tops of the figures are at the horizon and the entire view is then

downward toward the water surface. As the wind increases, an occasional facet

is sufficiently tilted so as to transmit a ray through the surface. At

U = 5 mis, shown in Figure 22c, 105 of 2000 incident rays passed through the

surface to generate a sparse glitter pattern. At U = 20 mis, shown in

Figure 22d, 468 of 2000 rays were able to pass through the surface.

c. First-order theory

The glitter patterns presented in the previous section were generated by

rays which use the full power of the present ray-tracing model. No

distinction was made between rays which intersected the image plane after a

single scattering and those which were the final products of a multiple-

scattering event. But it is of interest to know, for example, what

contribution multiply-scattered rays make to a glitter pattern. One approach

to this problem would be to alter the ray-tracing code so that multiply-

scattered rays are ignored and the glitter pattern is generated by singly-

scattered rays only. The two glitter patterns could then be compared.

Another approach is that of comparing an exactly produced glitter pattern with

one predicted by an analytic first-order theory; this approach is the topic of

this section.
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On the assumption that the water surface is undulating gently, various

nonlinear features of the surface and of the resulting glitter pattern theory

can be neglected. The result is a simple linear theory which predicts the

shape and dot-density distribution of a glitter pattern. We now develop a

linearized theory for rays reflected by capillary waves. The theory is

inspired by some notes of Eckart (1946).

Let ~ be a realization of a random function defined on the wind-based

i-j plane of Fig. 1, the mean sea surface. ~ simulates the water surface and- -
is assumed to be continuously differentiable. Let ~u and ~c be the slopes of

the realized water surface in the upwind and crosswind directions,

respectively. The joint probability density p(~u'~c) of occurrence of these

slopes is assumed to be a binormal distribution

1
p(~ ,~ ) =~---

u C 211'0' 0'
U C

~ 2 ~ 2

exp [- ~ (~ + ~)]
0'2 0'2

U C

where O'~ and O'~ are given in Eq. (2.1) with p = 1. Observe that ~u and ~c are

assumed to be independent random variables. The unit normal to the wave

surface is given by

_1

n = (1 + ~2 + ~2) ~ (-~ i - ~ j + k)
u c u- c-

(7.10 )

Thus n is measured in the wind-based coordinate system of Fig. 4, which we

recall has the wind in the +i direction. If the surface is only slightly

perturbed, the wave slopes ~u and ~c are small in magnitude, and the higher

order terms ~2 and ~2 can be neglected. Thus an approximate first-orderu c

surface normal is
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u- c-
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0.11)

We now have the option of choosing an air-incident or a water-incident

ray §' , and also the option of choosing a reflectance or a transmittance

calculation. To fix ideas, we consider the following. An air-incident

ray E;' - E;'i + E;' • + E; 'k 1S reflected into a direction § given by (3.18):
u- cJ 3_

E; = E;' - 2(E;"n) n.

Substituting the approximate normal ~ from (7.11) gives an approximate §,

which in wind-based component form becomes

E; = (E;', E;', -E; 3') + 2{ E; 3' ~ , E; 3' ~ , E;' ~ +E;' ~ ) - E; + £.
U C U C U U C C -0

Here E; _ (E;' E;' -E;') 1S the specular reflection direction for E;' and
-0 u' c' 3

£ 2(E;'~ E;'~ E;'~ +E;'~ )
- 3 u' 3 c' u u c c

is a deflection vector (in the wind-based system) representing the difference

between the specular reflection direction E; and the actual (although
-0

approximate)* reflection direction §. Note that E; .£ = o.
-0 -

Since ~u and t c

are independent normal variates distributed as in (7.9), the deflection vector

~ is a random vector whose three components are normal random variates of zero

means and variances 4E;'2 cr 2 4E;'2 cr 2 and 4(E;'2 cr 2 + E;'2 cr 2), respectively, in
3 u' 3 c' u u c c

the ~-j-~ coordinate system.

* If we had chosen the air-incident transmittance option, then we would have
used the ~t representation in (3.18) with the (7.11) form of ~, and would
have obtained a similar decomposition ~o+~ of~. The other two options are
pursued in a similar fashion.
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Since ~ and E are perpendicular, it is possible to define a deflection
-0 -

plane which is analogous to the image plane in Fig. 14. Accordingly, we are

guided by the image plane concept of Fig. 14 and set f = 1, a = ~ , and recall
- -0

that ~ = k 1n both sun- and wind-based systems. Then define the deflection

plane axes hand y as h ~ {§o x ~)/"§o x k" and ! ~ §o x ~.

these relations and expanding we find

Substituting ~ 1n
-0

_1

h = (~' 2 + ~'2) ~(~'i - ~'j)
u c c- u-

and

v = _(~'2 + ~' 2)-~ [{~'~;)i + {~'~')j + (~ '2 + ~'2)k]- u c u - C 3 - u C -

as measured in the wind-based system. We can measure ~ in the deflection

plane, relative to the basis h,Y as

E
h - E· h = 2~'{~'2 + ~' 2)-~ (~'l,; - ~'l,; )

3 u C C U U C

E - E ·v = -2{~'2 + ~'2)-~ (~'l,; + ~'l,; ) .v u c u u c c

Noting that

cos<ll' = ~'(~'2 + ~'2)-~
U U c

and

sin<ll' = ~'(~'2 + ~'2)-~
C U C '

where <II' is the azimuth angle of the §' vector measured positive

counterclockwise from i in the i-j plane to the x-axis (cf. Fig. 14), we find- - -
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(7.12)

E = -2(~ cos~' + ~ sin~')
v u c

Equation set (7.12) gives the desired first-order theory of the glitter

pattern. The interpretation of (£h,Ev ) is that of a randomly located point in

the deflection plane. Since ~u and ~c are normal random variables of zero

mean, so too are £h and Ev • The second order moments of £h and £v are

E{E
h
2} _ a 2 = 4~'2(a2sin2~' + a2cos2~')

h 3 u C

and

E{Eh£V} = 4~'2(a2 - a2)cos~' sin~' ,
3 c u

where E is the ensemble average operator which averages the indicated quantity

over all realizations of the random surface~. Therefore the (£h'£v) points

in the deflection plane for the cases of ~' = 0°, 90°, 180°, or 270° obey a

normal probability density function in which £h and £v are uncorrelated:

(7.13)

Observe, from the presence of ~3 in E(£fi} for the case ~' = 0, how the

predicted glitter pattern becomes elongated toward the horizon as the light

source descends toward the horizon.

Equation (7.13) suggests a means of comparing the set of ray-dots of a

Monte-Carlo produced pattern, or even an actual glitter pattern, with that of
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the first-order theory under identical conditions. If the patterns of ray

dots are sufficiently close, then the first-order theory is deemed adequate;

otherwise, the first-order theory fails perhaps because higher-order processes

(multiple scattering, or shielding, or nonlinear hydrodynamics) have 1n some

way distorted the glitter pattern. In this manner we can determine the

parameter values (e.g., wind speed, incident ray direction) for which a first-

order theory is a reasonable approximation to reality. We shall compare the

present first-order theory with the Monte Carlo procedure.

One matter remains before making this comparison of ray-dot patterns.

The (eh,ev ) points refer to the deflection plane, but the glitter pattern

points (th,tv ) refer to the image plane of the full model. We must be able to

convert (eh,ev ) values into (th,tv ) values, and inversely. The details of

such transformations are as follows. It 1S assumed that f = 1 and the cornmon

value a = ~ 1S known, so that the image and deflection planes are well_0

defined and coincide.

For the transformation from (eh,e v) to (th,tv ):

(1) Eq. (7.12) is inverted to find those slopes ~u'~c in the first-order

theory that are consistent with (eh,ev)' namely

~ = (sin$') - (COS$')e
u 2~; eh 2 v

(COS$' (sin$')e
~c = - 2~; )eh - 2 v

(2) The facet normal g in the wind-centered system 1S obtained from

(7.10), using the (~ ,~ ) just found.
u c
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(3) The facet normal's components in the sun-based coordinate system are

obtained from (7.6), and likewise ~' is represented in the sun-based

system.

(4) The reflected ray ~ associated with (Eh,E ) 1S obtained 1n the sun-
- v

based system from (3.18), in which g and ~' of step (3) above are

used.

(5) Finally, ~ is substituted into (7.2) to obtain the (th,tv ) values

associated with (Eh,Ev ).

The inverse transformation from (th,tv ) to the corresponding (Eh,E v ) is

effected as follows:

(1) The ~ in the sun-based system associated with (th,tv ) is obtained

from (7.3).

plane.)

(The values of a, f, and ~' are known for the image- -

(2) The facet normal n

from (7.8a).

= (0 ,0 ,0 ) 10 the sun-based system is obtained
x y z

(3) The facet normal n = (n ,n ,n 3 ) in the wind-based system 1S obtained
- u c

from the inverse of (7.6).

(4) The slopes in the wind-based system are obtained from

~ = -n /n
u u 3

(5) The slopes from step (4) are exact. Under the first-order model

assumption they are used in (7.12) to find (Eh,Ev).

Returning now to the deflection plane and the distribution (7.13)

for (Eh,Ev)' we proceed with the comparison of exact and approximate glitter

models as follows. Defining
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Eq. (7.13) becomes

and we observe that the set of points (€h'€v)' such that € lS a constant,

defines an ellipse of "radius" € in the deflection plane. We next find the

probability mass contained within such an ellipse. Defining an angular

parameter w,

€h - O'h € cosw

0 ::; w ::; 21T , (7.14)

€ - 0' € sinwv v

the probability density function p of (7.13) can be transformed from

rectangular (€h'€v) coordinates to polar (€,w) coordinates via

where Po is the polar coordinate form of p. The Jacobian of the

transformation is

a€h a€h
sinw---- O'hcOSW - O'h€a€ aw

J = = = O'hO'v€ .a€ a€v v 0' Slnw 0' € cosw---- V Va€ aw
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Therefore

Integrating po(e,w) over 0 ~ w ~ 2w yields

2w
q(e) _ J po(e,w)dw = eexp(-~e2) ,

o

and integrating q(e') over 0 ~ e' ~ e gives

e
Q(e) = J q(e')de' = 1 - exp(-~e2) •

o

Q(e) represents the probability mass contained within the (eh,e v ) ellipse of

radius e. The inverse relation

e = [-2 log(l - Q)]~ (7.15)

gives the radius of the ellipse containing an amount Q, 0 ~ Q < 1, of the

probability mass.

Selecting values of Q = 0.5, 0.9 and 0.99, say, Eqs. (7.14) and (7.15)

allow us to draw the (eh,ev)-ellipses in the deflection plane which contain on

average 50%, 90% and 99% of the (eh,e v) points, respectively. Then the

(th,tv ) points of the actual glitter pattern are mapped from the image plane

onto the deflection plane via the (th,tv ) to (eh,e v) transformation described

above. The numbers of actual ray points in the Monte Carlo produced glitter

pattern which fall within the various contours of Q are then counted. A x2
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goodness-of-fit test between the numbers of points predicted by first-order

theory and the observed numbers of ray points in the glitter pattern is then

made. The hypothesis being tested is

Ho : The glitter pattern (distribution of points in the image plane)

produced by Monte Carlo ray tracing is compatible with the first-

order theory.

The X2 test is performed as follows. The values Q = 0.5, 0.9 and 0.99 define

four disjoint classes of points that partition the deflection plane into

elliptical annuli whose probability masses under the null hypothesis Ho are

respectively Pi = 0.5, P2 = 0.4, P3 = 0.09 and P4 = 0.01. Under the (€h'€v)

to (th,tv ) mapping, these elliptical annuli produce a similar partition of the

image plane into probability classes. For example, under Ho ' the probability

of a randomly chosen point (th,tv ) in the glitter pattern falling between the

Q = 0.5 and Q = 0.9 contours (i.e., mapped ellipses) is P2 = 0.4. In a

glitter pattern of N points, let Nj be the number of points falling in the jth

of the four image plane probability classes (thus Ni + N2 + N3 + N4 = N).

Then set

k=4 (N. - Np.)2
I J J

. 1 Np.
J= J

We choose to test Ho at the a = 0.01 significance level, for which the

(7.16)

critical value is x2 (a,k-l) = X2 (0.01,3) = 11.325. We then accept or reject

Ho according to the following scheme:
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accept Ho if X2 < x2(a,k-1)

or

reject Ho if X2 ~ x2(a,k-1) •

Figure 23 shows three glitter patterns in the image plane produced by the

Monte Carlo ray tracing procedure. The Q-1abe1ed contours are the images,

under the (£h'£v) to (th,tv ) mapping, of the elliptical contours in the

deflection plane. Deflection plane regions defined by the Q-contours and •
containing probability masses of Q = 0.5, 0.9 and 0.99 according to the first-

order theory are thus seen superimposed on the Monte Carlo realized glitter

patterns. The parameters in each pattern differ only in the incident a~

values used. For each panel, $~ = 180°, U = 5 m/s and 2000 points are

plotted. It is not easy for the eye to discern from Fig. 23 whether or not

each pattern should lead to an acceptance of Ho• The distorted ellipses in

panels band c should give a preliminary indication that the first-order

theory is perhaps not adequate in all these cases.

The results of testing Ho for the three patterns of Fig. 23 are displayed

in Table 1. Here we see that for the a~ = 1° case of Fig. 23a, the realized

distribution of points is close to that predicted by first order theory,

leading to a very small X2 of 0.720 and thus acceptance of Ho • The case of

a~ = 60° produces a real pattern with X2 less than the critical value; so Ho

is accepted. However, for the a~ = 85° case of Fig. 23c, the glitter pattern

1S relatively diffuse; i.e. not enough points fall in the central part of the

pattern and too many fall in the outer regions, causing X2 to be large

and thus Ho to be rejected. Hence in this case the first order theory is not

adequate to describe the Monte Carlo produced results.
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Figure 23.--Glitter patterns for air-incident reflected rays used for the
hypothesis tests of Table 1. The Q-contours are the transformed (mapped)
ellipses defined by first-order theory and delineate regions containing
probability mass Q = 0.5, 0.9 and 0.99. These ellipses are mapped into the
image plane of the exact Monte Carlo method using the (€h'€ ) to (th,t )

. .. , 80 v , v /mapping described in the text. Each panel has ~s = 1 0 , ac = as' U = 5 m s
and 2000 points. Panel (a) has a~ = 1°, (b) has a~ = 60° and (C) has
a' = 85°.s
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cate ories
a' x2 commentss o :5 Q :5 0.5 0.5 < Q :5 0.9 0.9 < Q :5 0.99 0.99 < Q :5 1

category cd tical value
populations x2(a,k-l) =
expected under -- 1000 800 180 20 11.325 X2 (0.01,3)
hypothesis "0

realized
1° 985 806 189 20 0.720 clear acceptance

category 60° 1044 796 147 13 10.456 borderline acceptance
populations

85° 837 862 261 40 87.824 clear rejection

(Q)
.......

Table 1. Example results of X2 tests for the glitter patterns of Fig. 23. The displayed results are for
U = 5 mls and 2000 rays coming from a source at ~~ = 180°, with the indicated a~ values.
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The results of testing Ho systematically for a variety of 2000-point

glitter patterns are summarized in Fig. 24. In this figure cases of clear

acceptance or rejection at the x2-test's a = 0.01 level are indicated by "A"

or "R" respectively. Borderline cases where X2 == x2(a,k-l}, as was the case

of Fig. 23b, are indicated by "B". This figure gives a rough idea of where

the first-order theory is adequate. More extensive testing would have to be

done in order to accurately fix the boundary line and in order to determine

the weak dependence on $~ (all points in Fig. 24 are for $~ = 180°, with some

points recomputed for $' = 90°). We note from Fig. 24 that the first-orders

theory holds over a great range of a~ values for very low wind speeds, as

expected, since the surface is then quite smooth and locally nearly level.

However, for incident angles near a~ = 0 (rays coming nearly straight down),

the first order theory also holds for high wind speeds. This probably

reflects the fact that only single-order scattering occurs for rays coming

from near the zenith, even though the rms slopes at U = 20 mls are of order

~ - 0.25 so that ~2 - 0.06. For nearly horizontal incident rays, first-orderu u

theory fails even at wind speeds of less than 1 mIs, for which the rms slopes

are ~u - 0.05 and ~~ - 0.003. Presumably this failure of the first order

theory is due to the effects of mUltiple scattering and shielding, which

become important at low incident angles, even at low wind speeds (recall

Fig.12).

D. Application of first-order theory

Under conditions on ~' and U for which the first-order theory holds, one

can simulate glitter patterns as follows. Suppose~' and U are given.

Then 0 2 and 0 2 are determined, and are related to U by means of (2.l) for the
u c

case of p = 1. Next, generate n (-200D) pairs (~u'~c) of normal random
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1 FIRST-ORDER THEORY80 0 -ABR
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Figure 24.--The region of validity of first-order glitter pattern theory,
according to X2 testing at the a = 0.01 significance level. An "A" ("R")
indicates clear acceptance (rejection) of H , and a "B" indicates borderline
acceptance or rejection at the a = 0.01 lev~l. Generally, for a given 8', the
first order theory is acceptable for winds from 0 up to some critical sp~ed,
beyond which it is not acceptable, as indicated.
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variables by making n random independent selections from N{O,a 2 ) andu

N{O,a~). For each of the n pairs (tu,tc )' with $' known from ~', compute the

associated deflection plane pair (€h'€v) using (7.12). A good simulation of a

reflected glitter pattern for the air-incident case is obtained (when the

model is valid) if one plots at the point (€h'€v) in the deflection plane a

dot whose radius is proportional to r_{ ~"n), where n is the wave facet- - -
normal given by (7.11). Note that the use of (7.l2) imparts the correct

"tilt" to the elliptical glitter pattern's major axis relative to the h-axis

in the deflection plane, so as to account for the relative azimuths of the

wind and sun angles.

When ~he first-order theory holds, the surface albedo r_ for arbitrary

lighting conditions can be estimated in the following way. We begin as in the

preceding glitter pattern simulation and generate r_{~"~)' as described

above, for each of the 2000 pairs (t ,tc ). These reflectances r_{~"n) areu _ _

the present method's counterparts to r_{~';w) in (4.8), w = 1, ••• ,2000. On

averaging r{~';w) over w, we obtain the corresponding value r_{~'). This in

turn is used in (8.2), below in the form r_{e~,$~), where (e~,$~) are the

location angles for the source giving rise to ray ~'.

In general for each ~' we can make four first-order glitter patterns

using r±{~"~) or t±{~'·~) by adopting the four options outlined below

(7.11). The theory of the three additional cases follows by suitably adopting

that developed above for the air-incident reflectance case.
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8. Irradiance reflectances

We now turn our attention to the primary goal of this study: the

computation of the irradiance reflectance, or albedo, of the sea surface as a

function of wind speed, light source distribution, and scattering order.

Before describing the results we remark on the performance of the Monte

Carlo method. As is generally known, sampling variability in Monte Carlo

experiments is a source of numerical uncertainty in the desired results.

Initial experiments with the ray-tracing model revealed that albedos r±<§'}

computed from ensemble averages based on 3000 surface realizations <with one

ray §' per realization} are reproducible to within few percent of the desired

magnitude for independent runs of 3000 realizations. Other possible sources

of error, such as rays "lost" from the hexagonal grid, we find are completely

negligible.

It should be noted that our reflectance results are those produced by

infinitely distant single-direction light sources. The sun, while essentially

infinitely distant, subtends a small but finite solid angle in the sky. There

is therefore the possibility of error owing to the slight variation of the

Fresnel reflectance for rays incident from different directions within the

solar disk. A series of runs was made in which the incident rays §' were

randomly distributed within a solid angle equal to the sun's and centered at

the sun-center direction §~. These finite-disk r_<§'} results were compared

with the point-disk r_<§~} results. It was found that even for nearly

horizontal angles of incidence, where the Fresnel reflectance varies the most,

the difference between r_<§'} and r_<§~} was generally less than one

percent. At wind speeds of 20 m/sec, the difference was at most a few

percent. Thus there seems to be no need to consider the sun to be anything

more than a point light source, unless extremely accurate results are

required.
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We are therefore confident that the albedos presented below are accurate

to within 5%, for the assumed numerical model. The magnitude of errors due to

physical processes not modeled, in particular the presence of whitecaps at

higher wind speeds, and for polarized incident flux is not known. It is,

however, likely that our results for unpo1arized incident flux are quite

accurate (to within a few percent) at low wind speeds, but may differ somewhat

more from reality at very high wind speeds.

A. Albedos for capillary waves

We now discuss the computed albedos for a water surface covered by

capillary waves. Figure 25 shows r_(§') (= r_(e~,~~» as a function of wind

speed for selected e~ and ~~ values. By symmetry, we find r_(e~,~~) =

r_(e~, 1800-~~), and r_(e~,~~) = r_(e~,-~~), for 0° ~ ~~ ~ 360°. Hence it is

sufficient to determine r_(e~,~~) over the range 0° ~ ~~ ~ 90° for each e~.

Four curves are shown for each e~ value. The solid lines are for the

a10ngwind case, ~' = 0, in which the incoming rays are in the vertical planes

parallel to the wind. The dashed lines are for the crosswind case, ~~ = 90°,

in which the incoming rays are in the vertical plane perpendicular to the

wind. In the computations a separate tally was kept for singly-scattered

rays, so that the effects of multiple scattering could be isolated. For each

pa1r of solid or dashed curves, the top curve gives the total albedo computed

from all rays and the bottom curve gives the albedo as computed from singly

scattered rays only. Most points on the curves of Fig. 25, above each

labelled wind speed, are the average of three separate experiments (with 3000

surface realizations per experiment). Spot checks of the accuracy of these

curves show that they are within a few percent of the true values (as defined

by an infinite number of surface realizations). For example, for the
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Figure 25.--Albedos (i.e., irradiance reflectances) r_(e~,$~} for random
capillary waves, and air-incident light rays from distant point sources. For
each group of e~-curves, the solid lines are for $~ = 0 (sun and wind along
same direction) and the dashed curves are for $' = 90° (light source at right
angles to wind direction). For each pair of sofid or pair of dashed curves,
the top curve is for total scattering and the bottom curve is for single
scattering only.
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alongwind total scattering case of U = 20 mls with e~ = 60 0
, five experiments

(of 3000 realizations each) yielded an average r_(t') value of 0.05456, with a

standard deviation of 0.00053. For the same situation except for e~ = 80 0
,

the five experiment average yielded r_(~') = 0.14045 with a standard deviation

of 0.00128. Two of these standard deviations on each side of the curves will

define points that are only slightly more separated than the drawn thickness

of the curves. According to standard statistical reasoning, we are 95%

confident that the true mean values lie between these points.

The albedos for zero wind speed in Fig. 25 are of course just the Fresnel

reflectance of a horizontal plane surface (index of refraction m = 4/3) for

the given e~. For high solar altitudes (i.e. small e~), the albedo increases

slightly as the wind increases from zero, whereas for low solar altitudes, the

albedo decreases markedly as the wind picks up. In polar regions of the

earth, low-sun power input to the ocean increases with wind speed. This

qualitative behavior was predicted by Cox and Hunk (1955) from approximate

analytic calculations. The present study reveals in detail the quantitative

features of this behavior, in particular the effects of wave anisotropy and

multiple scattering.

A detailed view of the dependence of r_(e~,$~) on the azimuth angle $~ of

the source relative to the wind direction is shown in Fig. 26. This figure

gives the total-scattering albedo at a wind speed of 20 mls for capillary

waves. Since the wave facets are slightly less tilted, on average, 1n the

crosswind direction than in the a10ngwind direction (recall 0 2 > 0 2 in (2.1)u c

for p = 1), rays incident at right angles to the wind see a slightly flatter

water surface, and thus have a slightly higher albedo. This behavior 1S seen

in Fig. 26. The dependence is very weak at high sun altitudes (small e~) but

becomes substantial for incident angles near the horizon.
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Figure. 26.--0ependence of capillary-wave albedo r_(e',~') (including all
scattered rays) on light source position relative to ~ina direction, for a
wind speed of U = 20 m/s.
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Figure 27 reproduces in different form the total scattering curves of

Fig. 25 for the alongwind case, ~~ = O. The form of Fig. 27 is more

convenient if the albedo is desired for intermediate a' values.s

The albedos for an underwater light source, r+(§') (= r+(a~,~~», are

shown in Fig. 28. Now a~ is measured from the nadir to the source location.

The arrangement of the curves (alongwind, crosswind, total and single

scattering) is analogous to that for the air-incident case in Fig. 25.

However, the curves are strikingly different from their counterparts in

Fig. 25 because of the effects of total internal reflection. For the specular

surface at zero wind speed, any water-incident ray with a~ ~ arcsin(l/m) =

48.59° (cf. (3.19» is totally reflected, giving an albedo of 1. The albedo

increases quite rapidly as this limit is approached, and of course is constant

thereafter. As soon as the wind increases from U = 0, rays incident at

a' = 48.59° begin hitting tilted facets and sometimes experience only partials

reflection; the albedo then drops sharply for this a~ value. Rays water-

incident at angles near the horizon are almost always totally reflected even

at high wind speeds, so r+(~') remains extremely close to 1 at these angles.

For angles of incidence a' < 45° there is a strong dependence on as', unlike
s -

the air-incident case of Fig. 25. We see that increasing wind speed now

causes a rapid increase in the albedos, with the alongwind values now

generally being greater than the crosswind values. Comparing the curves for

total and single scattering shows that multiply-scattered rays often make a

substantial contribution to the albedo. The curves for total scattering are

for white* convexification (a = a in (4.5». The curves for single scattering

are in essence the black* convexification case (a = 00 in (4.5», since almost

* These convexification concepts are used in Preisendorfer (1965, pp. 77, 100)
to formulate the application of invariant imbedding ideas to disconnected
and concave optical media. Here, these concepts help organize the single
and multiple scattering results.
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Figure 27.--Albedos as a function of wind speed and a' for~' = 0 and a
. ( s'. s f 1·random caplllary wave surface replots of the upper solld curve 0 each so ld

pair in Fig. 25).
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Figure 28.--Albedos (i.e., irradiance reflectances r+(e',~~) for random
capillary waves and for water-incident light rays from aistant point
sources. e~ is measured from the nadir to the source location. The solid and
dashed line conventions are as in Fig. 25, and the dotted curve for a' = 20°
shows the grey convexification result for a = 0.5 m- 1 (see text). S
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all possibilities for multiple scattering of water-incident rays are then

eliminated (recall the ns = 2, nb = 4 case of Fig. 11 which is ruled out in

black convexification). A case of "grey convexification" with a = 0.5 m- 1 is

shown by the dotted lines in the e~ = 20° curves. (Since a is in units

of meters- 1 , 0 = 1 in (2.12) has units of meters for interpreting the dotted

lines.) This serves to show that in practical calculations such as the

present one, the optical properties of a random surface cannot be fully

separated from those of the medium it bounds.*

Figure 29 replots selected total scattering curves (solid) from Fig. 28

in order to better show the dependence of r+(~') on e~. A grey

convexification curve (dotted) with a = 0.5 m- 1 and the black convexification

curve (dashed) are shown for a wind speed of 20 m/s. The steep slopes of

these curves for the 20 mls case show the importance of including multiple

scattering in the r+ estimates. The remaining solid curves are for total

scattering, a10ngwind cases for the U = 3 mls and U = 0 wind speeds shown.

The point source albedo r_(~') is a reasonable approximation to nature

for the case of the sun in a clear sky. Likewise r+(~') applies to a bright

unidirectional horizontally extensive light source just under the surface.

However, in the air-incident case, if the sky is overcast the position of the

sun may be indiscernible, so that an extensive diffuse light source must be

used in the calculations. Depending upon the exact form of the continuous

radiance distribution over the appropriate hemisphere of incident directions,

the albedo for a diffuse source is in essence a weighted average of the point-

source albedos presented above. Albedos for diffuse light sources can be

* The analytic approach to random air-water surface reflectance calculations,
as described in H.D. vol. VI, sec. 12.0-12.14, handles this separation
problem in a satisfactory way. However, no numerical tests of the analytic
approach have been made.
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Figure 29.--Selected albedos r+(e',~~) replotted from Fig. 28. The solid
curves are for the alongwind totar scattering cases for the wind speeds
shown.
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computed with the Monte Carlo ray tracing model by simply allowing the

incoming ray directions to be distributed according to the desired radiance

distribution. For example, an albedo for a uniform sky could have ~' values

chosen at random such that each point in the dome of the sky is equally likely

to be the source direction of the ray. We can expect that at least several

tens of thousands of rays would need to be traced in order to get accurate

albedos for diffuse sources. Rather than expending the considerable

computational effort required for computing diffuse source albedos by direct

ray tracing, we now describe a method which makes use of the point source

albedos already computed.

A convenient parameterization for diffuse lighting in nature 1S the

cardioidal radiance distribution (cf. H.O. vol. VI, p. 21):

N(~') _ N(e',~') _ No(l + c cose') (8.1)

where No 1S the radiance of the horizon (e' = 90°), and c is a real

parameter. For the case of a heavy overcast, observations indicate that

c = 2, which summarizes the fact that on such a day the sky at the zenith

(e' = 0) 1S three times as bright as the sky at the horizon. A sky over which

N is uniform is given by c = O. For water-incident rays, values of c in the

range -0.9 ~ c ~ -0.8 are representative of the range of upwelling radiance

distributions observed in natural waters, where e' in (8.1) is now measured

from the nadir. Thus a submerged skin diver looking toward his horizon may

see five to ten times the brightness (radiance) that he sees looking straight

down into the depths. That the subsurface horizon 1S much brighter than the

nadir is a consequence, among other things, of the total internal reflection

of rays which are incident on the bottom side of the water surface from nearly
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horizontal directions. (Another reason may be based on the large ratio of

forward to backward scattering values of the volume scattering function of

lakes and seas.)

The albedo for a continuous radiance distribution 1S (H.O. VI, p. 17)

21T
I
o [

1T/2
[ N(S',cjl')

21T
I
o [I1T

O

/ 2
N(S' ,cjl') coss' sinS'

Here r+(S',cjl') is the Monte Carlo produced point source albedo, and r+ is the

corresponding albedo for a continuous radiance distribution over the

appropriate hemisphere. Substituting (8.1) for N(S',cjl') and integrating gives

(8.2)

after letting ~' = cosS'. The integral (8.2) can be numerically evaluated

using the Monte Carlo-generated point source values r±(s',cjl') (= r±(~',cjl'»

which were used to draw Figs. 25-29. Figure 30 shows the non-uniform grids of

~'-cjl' values (a for air-incident, b for water-incident rays) for which these

albedos are available from the previous Monte Carlo simulations. By azimuthal

sYmmetry of r±(~',cjl'), the integration in (8.2) need only be over a quarter

hemisphere. A bicubic spline was used to fit a continuous function to the

available r±(~',cjl') values (IMSL routine IQHSCV). This continuous function

was then used to define r±(~',cjl') values on a regular grid of 2l~' by 2lcjl'

values (i.e. ~' = 0.0, 0.05, ••• ,1.0 and cjl' = 0, 1T/40, ••• ,1T/2). Using these

values, the integrand of (8.2) was evaluated on the uniform 21 x 21 grid, and
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Figure 31.--Albedos r_ for continuous radiance distributions over the sky
hemisphere. Solid lines are for total scattering and dashed lines are for
single scattering only.
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numerically integrated after fitting another set of bicubic splines to the

integrand values (IMSL routine DBCQDU).

Figure 31 shows the albedo r_ (an irradiance reflectance) for uniform sky

and heavy overcast conditions. The results for total (solid curve) and single

scattering (dashed curve) were computed by using the corresponding values of

r_{~') in (8.2). For the case of no wind, r_{~') is the Fresnel reflectance

function and (8.2) can be integrated analytically (cf. H.O., vol. VI, p. 26)

to give r_{c=O) = 0.0665 and r_{c=2) = 0.0513 for the index of refraction

m = 4/3. The values computed by the bicubic spline integrations are

respectively r_{c=O) = 0.0669 and r_{c=2) = 0.0519 at U = O. These

comparisons indicate that the bicubic spline integration of (8.2) using the

available point source albedos does not introduce any significant errors into

the r_ values. We see that in general that the albedos decrease with

increasing wind speed and that the contribution by multiply scattered rays is

significant at 5 mls and above.

The diffuse light albedos for water-incident rays are shown in Fig. 32

for a variety of upwelling subsurface radiance distributions. Solid curves

are for total scattering, dashed curves are for single scattering. Dotted

curves are for grey-convexification, with a = 0.5 m- 1 • For U = 0 and a

uniform distribution (c=O), Judd (H.O. vol. VI, p. 19) numerically estimated

the value r+{c=O) = 0.472 for m = 4/3. Our integration of (8.2) for U = 0

yields r+{c=O) = 0.486, a difference of about 3%. We see that both for

uniform (c=O) and natural lighting conditions (c = -0.7, -0.8, -0.9), the

total r+ is only weakly dependent on wind speed in the white convexification

(total scattering, solid curve) case, but is about an order of magnitude

greater than r_. The observed dip in r+ at low wind speeds reflects the net

effects of the relative importance for different e~ of the rapidly changing
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values of r+(e~,~~) seen in Fig. 28. For the single scattering (or black

convexification) case, there is a significant decrease of r+ with wind

speed.

B. Albedos for fully developed seas

We now examine some possible extensions of the present approach to

albedos of fully developed seas.

The optical description of the sea state by the capillary wave statistics

is a good approximation to nature particularly for seas freshly activated by

winds. However it is to be expected that the optical properties of a fully

developed sea, over which for long times and extensive fetches the wind has

been active, may be affected by the presence of the resultant gravity waves.

In particular, at low solar altitudes the effects of wave shielding may become

important, since the incoming rays will tend to strike the "frontsides" of the

large gravity waves while their "backsides" remain in shadow.

A simple hybrid or mixed wave model is possible that will combine

capillary and gravity waves. We first construct the gravity wave swells over

a rectangular gridwork using the air-water surface representations in

Appendix A. This defines a set of gravity wave facets. The capillary

hexagonal grid of section 2 is then fitted to each gravity wave facet.

Shielding by the gravity waves can then be thought of as a change in the

incoming ray direction relative to the capillary waves riding on the gravity

wave facet. Thus when a ray strikes a gravity wave facet which is tilted

toward the sun, the capillary waves on that facet see the sun as being "higher

in the sky" relative to the plane of their gravity wave facet. It was this

observation which suggested the simple technique for combining gravity and

capillary waves which is discussed in Appendix B. We now briefly review the

results of this approach.
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Let ~ be the surface normal of the gravity wave facet which has

intercepted an incoming ray ~', and let a~ = arccos(~'·~) be the equivalent

zenith angle for capillary waves on the gravity wave facet. That is, a tiny

observer of the gravity wave facet would see ~' come in at the angle a~ from

local zenith. For a flat horizontal surface, ~ = ~ and a~ =

arccos(~'.~) = a', the zenith angle of the incoming rays. Figure 33 shows the

average (over thousands of incident rays ~') of a~ as a function of wind

speed. This figure gives us an idea of when shielding is important. For

incident angles of a~ S 60°, there is little shielding over the indicated wind

speed range from 0 to 20 mis, and so the incoming rays are rarely intercepted

in their way to the target facet; the average a~ is therefore equal to a~.

For rays incident from nearer the horizon, shielding becomes noticeable at the

higher wind speeds. Thus at sunset (a~ = 90°) the capillary waves on the

gravity waves see a solar position which on average is around 10° above their

horizon (i.e. a' ~ 80°) at a wind speed of 20 m/s.c

The results in Fig. 33 are based on the ideas outlined in Appendixes A

and B where we visualize the capillary waves riding "piggy-back" on the

gravity wave facets. In some preliminary numerical studies of this approach

to the optical properties of mixed capillary-gravity waves we found that the

curves in Fig. 33 depend on the scale of resolution of the gravity wave

facets: finer resolution of the facets causes the curves to drop a bit faster

with wind speed. Curves of the kind in Fig. 25 were also produced and

appeared to depend on resolution scales as well as wind speed. This means

that the finer choppiness of the water surface is being reproduced in the

finer-scaled surface representation. The result is to generate more facet

tilt, on average, toward the incoming ray ~', and hence smaller reflectances

for near horizontal incident rays. However, increased resolution requires
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for ljl~ = 90°.
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increased computer costs, and to explore this mixed wave problem further would

have been prohibitively expensive. Further, the "piggy-back" approach is at

best a temporary expedient. The conceptually correct approach, the one which

would be worth extensive exploration on the computer, is set up in Appendix C

for future reference. In this approach one starts with a complete power

spectrum of the surface which contains capillary as well as gravity spatial

frequencies. From the spectrum a differentiable sea surface realization may

be constructed. A simple modification of the flow diagram of Fig. 2 to this

new kind of representation provides the basis for a computer program that

would extend the results in Figs. 19-33 above to a fully arisen, random, wind

roughened sea.
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9. Appendixes

A. Constructing Gravity Wave Surfaces

In order to extend the Honte Carlo procedure of this study from capillary

to gravity waves, we now consider the problem of constructing realizations of

random gravity wave surfaces.

As in the capillary wave case, the random gravity wave surface will be

spatially stationary. We can use the well-known Neumann spectrum or its

modern counterparts to construct the random surface.

A rectangular wind-based coordinate system for gravity waves on the sea

surface is shown in Fig. 34. The horizontal plane of the system rests at mean

sea level. The region covered is 2X by 2Y meters and the x-aX1S lies

alongwind. The distances 2X and 2Y are divided respectively into 2t and 2m

equal parts, forming a gridwork of alongwind and crosswind coordinate lines,

of spacings 6x = X/t and 6y = Y/m. A point (or node) on the gridwork 1S

located by the pair of integers (x,y), -t S x S t, -m S y S m. The wth

realization S(w) of a spatially stationary, zero-mean random surface

S = (S(w): 00 = l, ••• ,r} over this gridwork is defined by a function z whose

value at node (x,y) is

z(x,y;w) = I
(U,V)EW

[b (00) cos 2n(UX + ~) + c (00)
uv p q uv

sin 2n(~ + ~)]
p q

-t S x S t, -m S Y S m, 00 = l, ••• ,r (A.l)

w= {(u,v): (u=O and v€[l,m]) or (u€[l,t] and v€[-m,m])}

p = 2t+l, q = 2m+l •

Here buv and cuv are independent normal random variables of zero mean and

variances
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E{b 2 } = E{c 2 } = E(k ,k )6uAv •
uv uv u v

(u,v)eW

(A.2)

Here Au = 2~/p6x, Av = 2~/q6y, and E(ku,kv ) is, for example, Neumann's gravity

sea wave spectrum 1n rectangular coordinate form, with the symmetry

containing W is shown in Fig. 35, and describes all wave trains moving

generally downwind. By the symmetry of E(ku,kv ) shown above, W covers all

useable wave trains.

The requirement (A.2) comes about as follows. We want the set of random

variable values z(x,y;w), w = l, ••• ,r, to be spatially stationary over the

gridwork and with variance at each (x,y) in the gridwork given by

E{Z2(X,y)} =
t m
I I

u=-t v=-m
E[k ,k ]Au6v •

u v
(A.3)

This is the requirement that the variance of the random sea surface (at each

point (x,y» be given by the sum of the spectral components over all spatial

frequencies (cf. H.O. vol. VI, p. 120, Eq. (82». Returning to (A.l),

squaring each side and applying the ensemble average operator E, we find, by

the independence of buv and cuv ' that

E{Z2(X,y)} = I
(u,v)eW

(E{b 2 } + E{c1 })
uv uv

(A.4)

By construction, the variances of buv and cuv for each (u,v) pa1r over Ware

to be equal, and since W covers the downwind half the (u,v) domain (cf.

Fig. 35) the requirement (A.2) follows.
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Figure 35.--The coordinate system for constructing a discrete random air-water
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The spectrum E{k ,k ) has been studied in the SWOP by Pierson andu v

colleagues, particularly in polar form F{o,~), where (H.O. vol. VI, p. 128,

171)*

E{u,v) = F{o,~) £ 02 = gk (A. 5)
20 3

and

F{o,~) = !t;1rC 0- 6 exp[-2{g/oU)2] f{o,~)1

£(o,~) = 1r- 1 {1 + (0.50 + 0.82E;) cos2~ + (0.32E;) cos4~}

E; = exp[-~{oU/g)4] c 1 = 3.05 m2 sec- s . (A.G)

Here 0 is temporal wave frequency, k is spatial wave number of the deep water

gravity waves, and g is gravity's acceleration.

One uses (A.1) as follows. Choose the wind speed U. This fixes the
1

frequency 0 = {2/3)~g/U of highest spectral density of the wave system
max

generated on an infinite fetch of ocean (cf. H.O. vol. VI, p. 187).

By ~2 = gk and A = 21r/k this also determines the associated maximum spectral

density wavelength Amax = 31rU2/g • We then set X = Y = Amax ' and resolve these

waves in sufficiently fine detail by letting ~ = m = 12, so that

6x = 6y = Amax/12. We may next determine E{ku,kv ) using (A.5) with discretely

varYing arguments defined by our adopted gridwork. Thus for {U,V)EW, set

where

1

k = (k 2 + k2)~
uv u v

k = 2du/pX
u

k _ 2nmv/qY
v

(A. n

,'r In H.O. vol. VI, p. 116, E{k ,k ) was written as "E{u,v)" with U,v
as continuous variables. He'i-e it ,k take the place of those U,v. "SWOP"
stands for "Stereo Wave Observat~onVProject."
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Further, set

(gk ~ (A.8)cr - )
uv uv

and find

$ - arctan(k /k )
uv v u

Then by (A.S), for (u,v)£W,

( ) = ( )~E k ,k F 0,$ 20 3u v uv uv uv

in which we use the equations of (A.6) to find the numerical values of

F(ouv,$uv) for each integer pair (u,v) in W. Finally, to construct the wth

realization of the random surface, for each (u,v)£W we randomly draw (for the

wth time, w = l, ••• ,r) independent samples buv(w) and cuv(w) from N(O,o~(u,v»

where, by (A.2)

cr~(u,v) = E(k ,k )llullv •
u v

(A.lO)

The value of z(x,y;w) at point (x,y) of the gridwork, for each w = l, ••• ,r,

may then be found from (A.l) by using the wth realizations buv(w) and cuv(w)

of the random variables buv and cuv • The result is S(w), the wth realization

of the random surface S = (S(w): w = l, ••• ,r}. In our work, we use only the

circled nodes (x,y) on the hexagonal sub gridwork shown in Fig. 34. This

allows a triangulation of the gravity water wave surface exactly as in the

capillary case, so that we can work with plane facets of the gravity wave

surface above each triad (cf. Fig. 1 and section 28).

Initial experiments with (A.l) show that it reproduces the requirements

(A.3) (the wave-elevation wind-speed law) to within a few percent over the
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wind speed range 0 sUS 20 m/sec. The theoretical value of the right side of

(A.3), as a function of U, is given in H.O. vol. VI, pp. 187, Eq. (10). The

wave-slope wind-speed law for the Neumann spectrum was also satisfied by (A.l)

in preliminary trials. The theoretical form of this latter law is given 1n

H.O. vol. VI, p. 188, Eq. (11).*

The form (A.l) is that of a general two-dimensional, normally

distributed, spatially stationary random process; as such it is slightly more

general than the form used by Pierson (1955). However, for practical

purposes, Pierson's early form, by virtue of the central limit theorem, should

also produce a normally distributed random surface. The present form (A.l) 1S

not restricted to normally distributed random processes. We are free to

choose the populations from which buv and cuv are drawn, provided that buv and

cuv are independent variates and that the spectral requirements (A.2) are

satisfied. This still leaves many types of random surfaces to be explored.

In (A.2), E(ku,kv ) may also take other forms of spectra than the Neumann

spectrum. For more recent versions of these spectra, see, e.g., Bjerkass and

Riedel (1979), Pierson (1976), Pierson and Stacey (1973), Hasselmann et ale

(1973), and Barnett and Kenyon (1976). An overview of these spectra and their

various interrelations with hydrologic optics, is given in H.O. VI,

section 12.8.

B. Capillary on Gravity Waves

Calculations of the optical properties of a fully developed sea can

proceed with a minimum change of the flow diagram 1n Fig. 2 by simply

constructing a realization of a random gravity wave surface as described in

* Change "4" in this Eq. (1) to "2". Also, change "0.8" 1n Eq. (12), p. 188
of this reference to "1.64".
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Appendix A and then overlaying a capillary hexagonal grid on each triangular

facet of the gravity wave surface. Thus in Fig. 34 we have a wave ordinate

above each circled node of the gravity wave hexagonal grid. Therefore the

gravity wave surface, as its capillary wave counterpart described in section 2

above, is a collection of triangular facets. Each gravity wave facet acts as

the foundation for a capillary wave hexagonal grid of the kind shown in

Fig. 5. Then, as described in section 7C, the capillary wave algorithm of

Fig. 2 can be applied directly.

C. A Capillary-Gravity Wave Ray Tracing Hodel

The method to be described here for producing reflectances and

transmittances ofa random air water surface may be understood by referring to

Fig. 36. A wind-based i-j-k coordinate frame based at mean sea level is shown- - -
and a portion of a realized random air-water surface is drawn above the

x-y plane (mean sea level). A ray proceeds from point F' along

direction ~'. The path of the ray will intersect the air-water surface

at p .• To find this point of intersection we would compare, at various
-1

places, the relative heights of the surface and the ray path above track ABCD

of the ray. The comparisons are made at intervals of Amin (to be defined

below). Just before p., at point B, the ray is above the water surface and
-1

just after, at point C, it is below. A simple linear interpolation over the

segment BC of length Amin would reasonably well fix the coordinates (xi'Yi)

of Fi provided Amin is sufficiently small. The height of p. above the plane
-1

1S z(x.,y.). At the intersection point p., knowledge of the surface outward
1 1 -1

normal ~ allows the construction of two daughter rays along

directions ~ and ~ for reflected and refracted flux (cf. (3.18) and
-r -t

(3.19». The flux content of the two daughter rays may then be computed (as
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in steps 6, 7 of Fig. 2 and using (4.4) and (4.5». A review of the flow

diagram in Fig. 2 shows that the main change needed there to handle the

present model would occur in steps 2 and 5. We have just indicated how the

new procedure answers the question in step 5. We next outline how the new

step 2 is executed.

The continuous version of (A.1) may be used for the present purpose.

However, to emphasize the wide variety of representations of z(x,y;w) possible

in the present method, we switch to the classical form of z(x,y;w) as

developed by Pierson (1955):

(C.1)

-00 < x,y < 00 w = 1, ••• ,r

Here x and y may vary continuously over the mean sea level plane; k j and

~k are polar coordinates of vector wave numbers, and

(C.2)

where 60 j and 6~k are suitable partitions of the (o,~) domain, with 0 < 0 < 00

and -~n ~ ~ < ~n. The wave spectrum F(o,~) is for example given in (A.6).

The set J in (C.1) is the truncated and discrete counterpart of the (o,~)

domain. The dispersion relation covering both capillary and gravity waves is

where
0 2 = gk + Tk 3

g = 9.8 m/s 2 , T = 0.0728 newton/m
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Hence each kj in (C.l) corresponds to a unique OJ V1a (C.3). In the pure

gravity wave case, the Tk 3 term may be dropped and so 02/g may replace k in

(C.l) to obtain Pierson's form. Finally, for each (j,k)EJ, ejk(w) is the wth

realization of a uniformly distributed random variable Ejk 1n [O,2nl.

The unit outward normal ~ to the wth surface realization z(x,y;w) 1S

given by

n = (1 + z2 + z2)-~ [-z i - z j + k_l
x y x- y-

where Zx = zx(x,y;w) and Zy = Zy(x,y;w) are in turn given by

(C.4)

z (x,y;w)
x

z (x,y;w)
y

The directions t and tt of the daughter rays (in steps 6, 7 of Fig. 2) are
-r -

then determined from ~' and ~ via (3.18) or (3.19), as the case may be. The

definitions for new triples 1n (4.4) and (4.5) apply as well here.

It remains to define Amin and Amax in Fig. 36. These are simply the

range limits of desired geometrical detail in representing the air-water

surface. A good candidate for Amax is still that suggested below (A.6) in

Appendix A. Amin should be on the order of a few centimeters to a meter

depending on the detail needed--and computer power available. Observe that

each comparison of ray path height and surface height on Fig. 36 requires

computation of z(x,y;w) in (C.l). If J is a large set of indexes, one may

wish to keep Amin from being too small. One uses Amax in a way analogous to
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Now, after proceeding a distance ~max

without producing an intersection, we answer the question in step 5 of Fig. 2

as "no." Observe that, aside from this distance limitation for

points p_ and p. in Fig. 36, a daughter ray (or its daughters) can in principle
-1

now wander arbitrarily far from the first encounter of a parent ray with the

surface before the daughter ray's flux is funnelled down step 8 in Fig. 2.
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